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Foreword

This Bibliography has been compiled with the intention of giving information
about publications which cover research, commentaries or analysis relevant to
the Guidance and Regulations for the Children (Scotland) Act 1995. Also
included are details of relevant legislation and Scottish Office circulars.

A selection of general references relevant to the Act as a whole are included.
Otherwise items have been grouped to fit with the different volumes and sections
of the guidance. Since these deal primarily with local authority responsibilities,
there are no separate listings of references about family law or the children’s
hearings. In the main, the publications refer specifically to Scotland. Efforts
have been made to identify all significant articles, chapters and books published
up to 1996. In the main unpublished material has not been included (eg agency
reports). Doubtless there will be omissions, but hopefully the interested reader
will have sufficient items to pursue the background to particular issues.

Certain materials have been included which refer to England and Wales (and
occasionally elsewhere) when these are particularly pertinent. Usually this has
been done when conclusions have been reached about elements of the Children
Act 1989 that are similar to those included in the Children (Scotland) Act 1995
and so may have a bearing on the implementation of those sections.
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Foster Children (Private Fostering) (Scotland)
Regulations 1985 v1.45; v3.53

Foster Children (Scotland) Act 1984 v1.75; v3.53,
v3.87

Fostering of Children (Scotland) Regulations 1996
v1.84, v1.98; v2.46, v2.48, v2.49, v2.51,
v2.52, v2.53-56, v2.59, v2.61, v2.64, v2.65-69,
v2.133-42, v2.168; v3.18, v3.65, v3.97

Health and Social Services and Social Security
Adjudications Act 1983 v2.143

Local Government etc (Scotland) Act 1994 v1.9,
v1.89, v1.100; v2.133, v2.143, v2.159

Local Government (Scotland) Act 1973 v2.143,
v2.150

Local Government (Scotland) Act 1975 
Section 24 v3.39, v3.82

Matrimonial Homes (Family Protection) (Scotland)
Act 1981 v1.53

National Health Service (Scotland) Act 1978 v3.72
National Health Service and Community Care Act

1990 v1.29, v1.31, v1.36, v1.89, v1.100
Nursing Homes Registration (Scotland) Act 1938

v2.84

Plans for Services for Children Directions 1996
v1.89, v1.l00

Publication of Information about Services for
Children Directions 1996 v1.100

Refuges for Children (Scotland) Regulations 1996,
v1.74, v1.75, v1.76, v1.77, v1.78, v1.83,
v1.84, v1.85, v1.95-9

Registered Establishments (Appeal Tribunal)
(Scotland) Rules 1983 v2.83

Registered Establishments (Application Form)
(Scotland) Order 1988 v2.83, v2.84

Registered Establishments (Scotland) Act 1987
v2.83

Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 
v2.48,v2.140; v3.15
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Residential Establishments - Child Care (Scotland)
Regulations 1987 v1.96

Residential Establishments - Child Care (Scotland)
Regulations 1996 v1.98; v2.12, v2.70-81,
v2.83, v2.87, v2.143-8

Secure Accommodation (Scotland) Regulations 1996
v2.92-99, v2.150-6, v2.170

Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992
v3.97

Social Work (Representations Procedure) (Scotland)
Directions 1996 v1.96; v2.59; v3.23

Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968 v1.29, v1.47,
v1.70, v1.84, v1.95; v2.59; v3.23, v3.60, v3.63

Section 5 v1.8, v1.21, v1.36, v1.84, v1.86, v1.89,
v1.96, v1.98, v1.100

Section 6 v3.39, v3.82
Section 12 v1.1, v1.33, v1.50; v2.108
Section 28 (as amended) v2.28
Section 29 (as amended) v2.28
Section 60 v2.83, v2.150
Section 61 v1.46, v1.74, v1.84, v1.96, v1.98;

v2.70, v2.83, v2.88
Section 62 v2.79, v2.84, v2.85, v2.86
Section 64 v1.98; v2.86
Section 78 v2.32
Section 79 v2.32
Section 80 v2.32

Solicitors (Scotland) Act 1980 v3.74

General items
abandoned, abandonment v1.23; v3.49 
absconding v2.6, v2.94, v2.176, v2.178, v2.182,

v2.184, v2.186, v2.188, v2.190, v2.192, v2.199
abuse of drugs, alcohol or volatile substances see

alcohol, drugs, substance misuse
abuse, of children see child abuse
abuser see also alleged abuser v1.53; v2.91
access

to adoption records v3.38, v3.39; v3.82
to buildings v1.44, v1.45, v1.46; v2.63, v2.65
to children’s rights services v2.89
to information v1.32; v3.45-7
to parents, birth family see contact
to personal files v2.27, v2.79
to records by adopted adults v3.38, v3.39, v3.45-7,

v3.82, v3.83, v3.91, v3.94
to the child see contact accident(s) v2.77, v2.78,

v2.79, v2.145
accommodated by voluntary agreement v1.23;

v2.11, v2.26; v3.61
accommodated, accommodation v1.2, v1.7, v1.21,

v1.23-4, v1.74, v1.75, v1.77, v1.78, v1.79,
v1.80, v1.82, v1.83, v1.92, v1.93, v1.95; v2.1,
v2.4, v2.15, v2.30, v2.31, v2.32, v2.50, v2.52,
v2.61, v2.76, v2.78, v2.84, v2.85, v2.107,
v2.108, v2.110, v2.114, 
v2.115; v3.44

accommodation (housing) v1.16, v1.44, v1.50
action of aliment v2.32
action programmes v1.12, v1.20
Acts of Parliament see separate section at top of

index
adaptations to the home see also aids and

adaptations v1.50; v2.50

adjournment of a hearing v2.164 
admission (of a child) v1.23, v1.75, v1.76, v1.77,

v1.82, v1.85; v2.93, v2.99, v2.102
adolescence, adolescents v2.15; v2.102; v3.14,

v3.44, v3.51
adopted adults, adopted people, adoptee v3.1, v3.12,

v3.26, v3.27, v3.39, v3.40, v3.43, v3.45, v3.46,
v3.47, v3.82, v3.83, v3.91, v3.94

Adopted Child Register v3.91, v3.94 
adopted children v1.15; v3.1, v3.10, v3.12, v3.38,

v3.39, v3.40, v3.41, v3.43, v3.44, v3.46, v3.51
adopters

file v3.38-9
own children v3.17
before the adoption order is made v3.9, v3.19
for babies v3.5, v3.6
in general v3.1, v3.5, v3.19, v3.27, v3.31, v3.32,

v3.34, v3.35, v3.37, v3.38, v3.39, v3.40,
v3.43, v3.44, v3.52

circumstances v3.31-3, v3.37, v3.87-8
adopting a child v2.55; v3.1-55
adopting a child subject to a supervision requirement

v3.78, v3.80, v3.89
adoption v.116, v1.21, v1.29; v2.19, v2.20, v2.47,

v2.49; v3.1-55, v3.61, v3.65
agencies which cease to exist or act as adoption

society v3.45, v3.74
agency, agencies v3.1-9, v3.11-16, v3.18, v3.19,

v3.22-41, v3.43, v3.45-48, v3.51, v3.52,
v3.53, v3.54, v3.75-6

agency which is a local authority v3.29
allowances v3.5, v3.19, v3.20, v3.30-8, v3.97-102
and children’s hearings v2.169-70, v2.196; v3.29,

v3.59, v3.78, v3.80
applicants v3.1, v3.12, v3.13, v3.14, v3.15, v3.18,

v3.22, v3.23, v3.24, v3.27, v3.42
application v3.2, v3.7, v3.13, v3.14, v3.39, v3.41,

v3.42, v3.43, v3.52, v3.54, v3.55
by other family members v3.42
case records, adoption file v3.38-9
general v1.viii, v1.16, v1.21, v1.29; v2.19, v2.20,

v2.47, v2.49, v2.196; v3.1-55, v3.61, v3.65
Adoption Law Review v3.1
order(s) v2.18; v3.5, v3.10, v3.19, v3.26, v3.31,

v3.36, v3.37, v3.38, v3.39, v3.41, v3.49,
v3.52, v3.53, v3.55

panel recommendation(s) v3.17, v3.18, v3.19,
v3.20-23, v3.24, v3.27, v3.29, v3.32, v3.38,
v3.5l, v3.62, v3.77

panel v2.19, v2.20, v2.54; v3.2, v3.4, v3.5, v3.8,
v3.9, v3.10, v3.15, v3.16, v3.17, v3.18, v3.19,
v3.20, v3.22, v3.23, v3.24, v3.27, v3.29,
v3.31, v3.32, v3.34, v3.40, v3. 51, v3.74-5,
v3.76-7, v3.97

petition v3.6, v3.11, v3.30, v3.54
placement v3.37
preparation group v3.15, v3.50, v3.53
proceedings, process v3.7, v3.8, v3.10, v3.11,

v3.28, v3.42, v3.48
reconsideration procedure v3.24
record v3.8, v3.9, v3.11, v3.45, v3.46, v3.47
service v3.1, v3.2, v3.44, v3.48, v3.54
society v3.1, v3.6, v3.7, v3.13, v3.23,

v3.30, v3.43, v3.5l
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adoptive families v3.4, v3.12, v3.26, v3.40, v3.41,
v3.44

adoptive home v3.29, v3.31, v3.33, v3.37 
adoptive parent, adoptive carers v3.1-4, v3.9,

v3.10, v3.12, v3.14, v3.15, v3.18, v3.19,
v3.23, v3.24, v3.26, v3.30-9, v3.40, v3.41,
v3.43, v3.46, v3.47

adoptive placement see also placement for adoption
v3.1, v3.3, v3.4, v3.7, v3.8, v3.9, v3.10, v3.11,
v3.14, v3.17, v3.19, v3.24, v3.26, v3.29,
v3.31, v3.37, v3.39, v3.43

adult services v1.33, v1.50; v2.112, v2.116 
advice hearing v1.64; v2.169-70, v2.173, v2.195

advice, advice services v1.3, v1.6, v1.16,
v1.18, v1.34, v1.37, v1.41, v1.42, v1.51,
v1.70, v1.74, v1.76; v2.17, v2.54; v2.115,
v2.116, v2.117; v3.7, v3.10, v3.16, v3.17,
v3.18, v3.23, v3.24, v3.26, v3.27, v3.34,
v3.43, v3.44, v3.48, v3.50, v3.51, v354, v3.65

advice, guidance and assistance v1.1, v1.7, v1.21,
v1.25; v2.1, v2.25, v2.45, v2.96, v2.107,
v2.108, v2.109, v2.153

advocacy, advocates v1.6, v1.11, v1.16, v1.21-2,
v1.35, v1.38, v1.42, v1.51, v1.81, v1.82;
v2.58, v2.74, v2.89, v2.116, v2.117; v3.20,
v3.24

after cure (services) see also throughcare v1.17;
v2.25, v2 47, v2.107-20

after school clubs, care v1.17, v1.38; v2.51
age and maturity (of child), age and understanding

(of child) v1.32, v1.35, v1.55, v1.57, v1.63,
v1.66, v1.70, v1.93; v2.5, v2.21, v2.22, v2.43,
v2.71, v2.78, v2.166; v3.2, v3.4, v3.5, v3.6,
v3.11, v3.17, v3.43, v3.54, v3.61

age considerations, age groups v1.19, v1.25-8,
v1.57, v1.7, v1.75, v1.78; v2.22, v2.27, v2.30,
v2.32, v2.5, v2.52, v2.53, v2.58, v2.70, v2.84;
v3.22, v3.43, v3.55, v3.61

age limits and thresholds (for children) v1.1, v1.7,
v1.23, v1.75; v2.166, v2.169, v2.174; v3.13,
v3.37, v3.42, v3.43, v3.45, v3.47, v3.50,
v3.65, v3.66

age of prospective adopters v3.13, v3.14 
agreement 

to adoption v3.7, v3.8, v3.10, v3.11, v3.22,
v3.28, v3.29, v3.30, v3.42, v3.43, v3.49,
v3.55, v3.65, v3.79, v3.90-l, v3.92, v3.95,
v3.96

to emigrate v2.32, v2.33
to refuge v1.79, v1.82
with parents or families v1.7; v2.52, v2.99 

aids and adaptations v1.6, v1.7, v1.37, v1.44,
v1.45, v1.50, v1.51; v2.50, v2.119; v3. 5,
v3.31 

aliment action, decree v2.32
alcohol, drug and substance misuse see also drug

misuse v1.15; v2.38, v2.102, v2.105, v2.112,
v2.116

allegations of abuse against foster carers v2.58-9
allegations of abuse v1.53, v1.66, v1.83; v2.58,

v2.59, v2.90, v2.91
alleged abuser (child or adolescent) v1.64-5, v1.66,

v1.67; v2.91
allergies v2.62
allowances for adoption see adoption allowances
allowances to approved foster carers see foster

care allowances

alternatives to adoption v3.18, v3.20, v3.21, v3.42,
v3.54, v3.77

amount of allowance v2.59-61; v3.33, v3.35, v3.38
ancillary warrants etc v1.68
annual report on outcomes of reviews for FC Panel

v2.56
annual statement of financial circumstances v3.36
Another Kind of Home see Skinner Report
another adoption agency v3.13, v3.18, v3.25, v3.45
another local authority v2.16, v2.27; v2.32, v2.48,

v2.56, v2.64, v2.68, v2.69, v2.133, v2.135,
v2.136; v3.15

any relevant person see relevant people
appeals (against hearing decision) v2.168, v2.170,

v2.171
appeals tribunal v2.86
applicants see also adoption applicants v1.62,

v1.91, v1.92, v1.93; v2.49, v2.50, v2.57
application

for emergency child protection v1.52, v1.53,
v1.54, v1.55, v1.56, v1.58, v1.59, v1.60,
v1.61, v1.65, v1.67, v1.68, v1.69, v1.71,
v1.72, v1.79, v1.81, v1.91, v1.93

for adoption see adoption applications
for an Order v1.84; v3.60, v3.62, v3.63, v3.64,

v3.65
for freeing see freeing applications
for variation or recall see also variation of an

Order v1.64; v3.63
to act as refuge v1.83-5, v1.96

appointment of person in charge v2.72-3
appropriate persons v1.69; v2.107
approval

as adopters v3.15, v3.16, v3.17, v3.19, v3.23
of foster carers v2.46, v2.52, v2.53, v2.54, v2.55,

v2.56, v2.59, v2.68-9, v2.134-6, v2.139
of friends v2.52, v2.53
of refuges v1.83-5, v1.96-8, v1.99
of relatives, v1.84; v2.52-53

approved
adoption society v2.169-70; v3.1, v3.30, v3.31,

v3.34, v3.35, v3.72-3, v3.84
carers v1.74, v1.78
households see designated households
residential establishments see designated

residential establishments
arrest v1.65, v1.66, v1.68
assessment

and service planning v1.2-3, v1.12, v1.19-20,
v1.41

frameworks v1.4; v2.23
of financial circumstances v1.1; v3.33-4
of health v2.35, v2.62, v2.112; v3.16, v3.25,

v3.26, v3.53
of housing need v2.118
of local neighbourhood needs v1.9, v1.10, v1.11,

v1.12, v1.15
of needs v1ix, v1.2, v1.3, v1.4-5, v1.6, v1.30,

v1.31-3, v1.34, v1.37, v1.45; v2.110, v2.111,
v2.112; v3.3

of prospective adopters v3.12, v3.13, v3.14,
v3.15, v3.16, v3.27, v3.41, v3.49-52, v3.75-6,
v3.87-8

of prospective foster-carers v2.48, v2.53
of relatives and friends v2.52, v2.53
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of risk see also risk assessment v2.3, v2.10,
v2.34, v2.58, v2.59

of special educational needs v1.32, v1.36, v1.39
assessment, recording and review procedures v2.105
assistance in kind or cash see also advice, guidance

and assistance v1.1; v2.107, v2.108, v2.114
asthma v2.62, v2.76
at risk see children at risk
attendance allowance v3.33, v3.97. v3.98
attendance at children’s hearing v2.160, v2. 162-3,

v2.165, v2.167, v2.170, v2.182, v2.185,
v2.186, v191, v2.192

attendance at reviews v2.21, v2.23
authentification of documents v2.173
authorisation or warrant (for emergency child

protection) v1.52-3, v1.71-2, v1.73, v1.75,
v1.77, v1.91-3, v1.94; v2.31

authorised (police) officer v1.75, v1.76, v1.95,
v1.97

authorised person v1.47, v1.56; v3.39

BAAF Forms v2.52; v3.8, v3.16, v3.21, v3.25,
v3.26, v3.49, v3.50, v3.53

BAAF Link v3.18
babies (in adoption) v3.5, v3.6, v3.8, v3.9, v3.12,

v3.25, v3.44, v3.47, v3.48
background, of a child see child’s background
bail conditions v1.53
basic care v1.25; v2.71; v2.100
befriending services schemes v1.7, v1.16, v1.38;

v2.47
behavioural difficulties see also child’s behaviour

v1.13, v1.15, v1.36, v1.37, v1.39; v2.104,
v2.105

Benefits Agency v1.7, v1.13, v1.22, v1.36; v2.110,
v2.120

benefits v1.1, v1.36, v1.50; v2.116, v2.119, v2.120;
v3.33, v3.37

bereavement counselling v2.30
best interests (of a child) v1.23, v1.39, v1.45,

v1.53, v1.55, v1.57, v1.63, v1.64, v1.68,
v1.72; v2.5, v2.11, v2.16, v2.18, v2.19, v2.25,
v2.31, v2.32, v2.54, v2.58, v2.66, v2.73,
v2.76, v2.93, v2.94, v2.95, v2.96, v2.97,
v2.98, v2.136, v2.151, v2.155, v2.168; v3.2,
v3.7, v3.8, v3.10, v3.11, v3.18, v3.19, v3.20,
v3, 28, v3.29, v3.32, v3.38, v3.40, v3.43,
v3.48, v3.52, v3.60, v3.61, v3.62, v3.66, v3.78

birth
certificate v2.49 v3.45
family v2.61; v3.12, v3.24, v3.26, v3.39, v3.40,

v3.41, v3.42, v3.46, v3.54
mothers, fathers, parents v2.62; v3.2, v3.6, v3.7,

v3.8, v3.9, v3.11, v3.12, v3.21, v3.23, v3.24,
v3.25, v3.27, v3.28, v3.29, v3.30, v3.39,
v3.40, v3.41, v3.42, v3.43, v3.44, v3.46,
v3.47, v3.54

parents relinquishing a child v3.2, v3.7, v3.8,
v3.9, v3.10, v3.11

parents who do not agree to adoption v3.6, v3.11
records v3.45

Birthlink Register v3.11, v3.46-7
black children/people see also ethnicity, children

from ethnic minority groups v2.47
Board of Managers, Governors v2.80, v2.84

boarding accommodation for educational purposes
v2.83

Braille v1.25; v2.7 
British Consulate v2.29
British Standards Institute v1.46
brothers see siblings
bullying v1.78, v1.83; v2.104
burial or cremation of child being looked after by

authority v2.28, v2.30
business meeting (of children’s hearing) v2.160

cancellation of registration v2.85, v2.86
care and control in residential cure and secure

accommodation v2.78, v2.79, v2.103, 
v2.104-5

care manager, management v1.31, v1.33, v1.41;
v2.78, v2.112

care orders v2.202, v2.203, v2.206, v2.207
care plan, care planning v1.32-3, v1.43, v1.49,

v2.3, v2.4, v2.7, v2.9, v2.11, v2.15, v2.18,
v2.19, v2.23, v2.26, v2.28, v2.35, v2.37,
v2.40, v2.41, v2.43, v2.44, v2.64, v2.74,
v2.78, v2.79, v2.99, v2.102, v2.104, v2.108,
v2.109, v2.110, v2.111, v2.125, v2.126,
v2.182, v2.142; v3.66

care review outcomes see also outcomes - care
review v2.20

care review see also child care review v2.18, v2.20,
v2.64, v2.78

care staff v2.16, v2.70, v2.72, v2.73, v2.76, v2.77,
v2.10l, v2.102, v2.104

careers education/guidance v2.75, v2.119
careers service v2.110
carer(s) v1.6, v1.30, v1.32, v1.36, v1.37, v1.74,

v1.78, v1.79, v1.81, v1.82, v1.86; v2.15,
v2.17, v2.20, v2.24, v2.110; v3.3, v3.4, v3.5,
v3.22

case conferences see also child protection case
conferences v1.6, v1.34; v2.41

case file, case record see also adoption record
v2.26, v2.27, v2.67, v2.128, v2.139, v2.148,
v3.100

categories of payment (to foster carers) v2.59,
v2.60, v2.61

ceasing of authorisation v1.91
ceasing to be looked after see also young people

ceasing to be looked after v1.7, v1.15; v2.107,
v2.120

ceasing to have a home with adopters v3.35, v3.37
certificate

(in adoption) v3.78-9
of designation (refuges) v1.77-8, v1.96-7, v1.98
of registration v2.84, v2.85

chairing of reviews, chairperson of the review
v2.20, v2.21

chairman see panel chairman
challenging behaviour v1.38, v1.43; v2.103
challenging decisions v1.36, v1.40, v1.52, v1.53;

v2.78
change

of address v2.16
of circumstance(s) v1.78, v1.97; v2.18, v2.19
of school v2.19
of placement v2.102

charge of a child, anyone who has v1.76, v1.95,
v2.160, v2.168
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charged with an offence v2.28
checks v2.17, v2.72, v2.73; v3.43, v3.47, v3.50,

v3.52, v3.65
Chief Constables v1.68, v1.70. v1.95; v2.160,

v2.168
Chief Executives v1.10, v1.12
Chief Social Work Officer v2.92, v2.93, v2.94-l0l,

v2.15, v2.152, v2.154, v2.155, v2.163, v2.175,
v2.176, v2.178, v2.184, v2.186, v2.187,
v2.190, v2.192

child benefit v3.33, v3.97, v3.98
child Protection Committee v1.10, v1.47; v2.90
child

abuse see also child protection, risk assessment
v1.vii, v1.26, v1.47, v1.49, v1.52-73, v1.74,
v1.80, v1.83; v2.22, v2.50, v2.57, v2.76,
v2.77, v2.90, v2.91; v3.24

and adolescent psychiatry v2.99, v2.102
assessment v1.4-5, v1.30; v2.2, v2.3, v2.10,

v2.72, v2.74, v2.99, v2.102, v2.104; v3.1
assessment order v1.52, v1.53, v1.54-8, v1.79,

v2.1, v2.29
care reviews v1.3, v1.6, v1.33, v1.44, v1.71;

v2.18, v2.19, v2.20, v2.21, v2.22, v2.24,
v2.30, v2.35, v2.36, v2.37, v2.44, v2.46,
v2.56, v2.64, v2.74, v2.76, v2.90, v2.108,
v2.109, v2.110, v2.11l, v2.112, v2.114, v2.127;
v3.10, v3.21, v3.60, v3.62, v3.66

centred collaboration v2.72, v2.77, v2.102-3
definition of v1.1
development see child’s development
health see health of child
health professionals, services v1.6, v1.13, v1.22,

v1.25, v1.41, v1.42, v1.58; v2.16; v3.25
in need see also children in need v2.7
in trouble v2.2, v2.3
information v2.64, v2.65, v2.71, v2.99
mental health v1.42, v1.56
placed away from home see also

accommodation, child protection order
placement for adoption, refuge v1.2, v1.5,
v1.37, v1.42, v1.47; v2.9, v2.31, v2.35, v2.89;
v3.61, v3.65

protection case conference v1.58, v1.71; v2.8
protection see also child abuse v1.vii, v1.viii,

v1.3, v1.5, v1.10, v1.15, v1.17, v1.21, v1.47,
v1.49, v1.52-73, v1.80, v1.91-3, v1.94; v2.10,
v2.90, v2.91, v2.104; v3.24

protection order(s) v1.52, v1.53, v1.55, v1.58-64,
v1.65, v1.71, v1.72, v1.79, v1.81, v1.92; v2.1,
v2.9, v2.31, v2.171, v2.179, v2.180, v2.193

protection plan v1.49, v1.58; v2.43, v2.44
protection procedures v1.3, v15 v147 v1.80,

v1.83; v2.44, v2.58, v2.77, v2.90, v2.91
protection procedures, foster children/foster

carers v2.59
protection register v1.58
sexual abuse v2.50; v3.15, v3.31, v3.44
who is deaf see deafness, hearing impairment

child’s
agreement v2.40, v2.41, v2.99
background v2.52, v2.53, v2.71, v2.77; v3.27,

v3.48, v3.49, v3.50, v3.54
behaviour v2.25, v2.71, v2.74, v2.78, v2.83,

v2.93, v2.99, v2.103, v2.104

care v1.25; v2.18, v2.40, v2.64, v2.65, v2.67.
v2.71, v2.100

development see also developmental delay v1.1,
v1.2, v1.4, v1.15, v1.27, v1.29, v1.31, v1.41,
v1.43, v1.53, v1.54; v2.9, v2.11, v2.22, v2.34,
v2.77, v2.99; v3.3, v3.25, v3.53

file, record see also case record(s) v2.8, v2.27
future v3.8, v3.22, v3.24, v3.26, v3.30, v3.39,

v3.53
gifts and talents v2.15, v2.18, v2.5l, v2.60, v2.75,

v2.99
history, past v2.64, v2.65; v3.10
interests see also best interests, child’s welfare

v2.21, v2.25, v2.5l, v2.54, v2.65; v3.8, v3.28,
v3.39, v3.49

request see also self referral v1.74, v1.78, v1.80
social worker see also social worker v2.23,
v2.58 views see children’s views

welfare see also safeguard and promote welfare
v1.vii, v1.1, v1.4, v1.5, v1.8, v1.9, v1.45,
v1.49, v1.52, v1.54, v1.55, v1.58, v1.60,
v1.63, v1.66, v1.67, v1.70, v1.71, v1.73,
v1.81, v1.84, v1.92, v1.93, v1.94; v2.1, v2.7,
v2.9, v2.11, v2.17, v2.26, v2.43, v2.49, v2.52,
v2.56, v2.58, v2.62, v2.63, v2.67, v2.71,
v2.77, v2.80, v2.83, v2.86, v2.87, v2.89,
v2.90, v2.107, v2.194; v3.8, v3.11, v3.14,
v3.42, v3.48, v3.50. v3.62, v3.64, v3.65, v3.75

well-being see child welfare
wishes and feelings see also children’s views 

v1.42, v1.49, v1.50, v1.61, v1.79, v1.82;
v2.10, v2.12, v2.17, v2.22, v2.23, v2.31,
v2.33, v2.50, v2.62, v2.63, v2.67, v2.74,
v2.76, v2.82, v2.146, v2.147, v2.148, v2.163,
v2.166; v3.8, v3.10

childhood history see also child’s history v2.64,
v2.65

childminders v1.16, v1.26, v1.27, v1.38, v1.41;
v2.15

children
accommodated by a local authority see
accommodated
affected by disability v1.1, v1.15, v1.21, v1.22,

v1.25, v1.30-l, v1.33-35, v1.47, v1.50; v2.8,
v2.47, v2.57, v2.60, v2.62, v2.74

aged fourteen and over v2.11l
aged six to ten see also limits and thresholds 

(for children) v2.22
aged sixteen or over v1.7
aged twelve or over v3.22, v3.43, v3.55, v3.61
aged under eight v1.19, v1.25-8
aged under sixteen v1.57, v1.75; v2.27; v2.30,

v2.32
aged under twelve v1.78; v2.5, v2.70; v3.61
at risk v1.3, v1.4, v1.5, v1.21, v1.47-9, v1.52-73,

v1.74, v1.77, v1.78, v1.80-l, v1.84, v1.91-3;
v2.2-6, v2.86, v2.94, v2.99, v2.105, v2.176,
v2.182, v2.184, v2.186, v2.187, v2.190,
v2.192

from ethnic minority groups see also black
children, ethnic minority v2.62

in adoption process v3.10, v3.11, v3.19, v3.21,
v3.22, v3.23, v3.24, v3.25, v3.26, v3.27,
v3.28, v3.30, v3.31, v3.32, v3.35, v3.38,
v3.47-49, v3.50, v3.52
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in employment v2.32
in need v1.1, v1.2, v1.7, v1.8, v1.15, v1.19,

v1.21, v1.25, v1.27, v1.29 v1.30, v1.32, v1.36,
v1.38, v1.41, v1.58

looked after v1.viii, v1.2, v1.3, v1.5, v1.7, v1.15,
v1.24, v1.29, v1.33, v1.41, v1.43, v1.44,
v1.45, v1.50, v1.57, v1.60, v1.63, v1.72,
v1.75, v1.77, v1.79, v1.80, v1.81, v1.82,
v1.95; v2.5, v2.7, v2.11, v2.18, v2.26, v2.27,
v2.29, v2.30, v2.32, v2.33, v2.40, v2.46,
v2.51, v2.52, v2.62, v2.63, v2.70, v2.75,
v2.78, v2.79, v2.90, v2.92, v2.95, v2.99,
v2.108, v2.19, v2.152-3; v3.10, v3.21, v3.38,
v3, 60, v3.61, v3.62, v3.65, v3.67

looked after at home v2.2, v2.12, v2.19, v2.23,
v2.73, v2.108

looked after away from home see also
accommodation v1.5, v1.37, v1.42

no longer looked after v1.7, v1.15; v2.1, v2.4,
v2.7, v2.32, v2.74

seeking refuge v1.74, v1.75
who are not in need v1.15, v1.25, v1.26, v1.37
with and affected by disabilities see separate

entries
with disabilities v1.1, v1.6, v1.15, v1.17, v1.21,

v1.22, v1.23, v1.25, v1.27, v1.29-51; v2.75,
v2.77; v3.61 with special needs v1.6, v1.15,
v1.17, v1.25, v1.36, v1.44, v1.49, v1.61; v2.71

without Entry Clearance v3.52
children’s

copies v2.5, v2.50, v2.61, v2.71
hearing review v2.42, v2.56; v3.61
hearing(s) v1.vii, v1.viii, v1.8, v1.22, v1.41,

v1.49, v1.59, v1.63, v1.64, v1.68, v1.71,
v1.80, v1.81; v2.1, v2.9, v2.16, v2.19, v2.20,
v2.22, v2.27, v2.31, v2.32, v2.40, v2.41,
v2.42, v2.52, v2.66, v2.71, v2.90, v2.92,
v2.94, v2.96, v2.97, v2.99, v2.117, v2.138,
v2.15l, v2.153, v2.157-200; v3.11, v3.27,
v3.30, v3.54, v3.64

Hearings Scotland (Rules) 1996 v2.157-174
home(s) see also residential care, unit v1.83;

v2.16, v2.111
needs v1.vii, v1.1, v1.4, v1.5, v1.6, v1.7, v1.10,

v1.15, v1.23, v1.25, v1.27, v1.29, v1.30,
v1.34, v1.39, v1.41, v1.43, v1.47, v1.66,
v1.83, v1.84; v2.2, v2.3, v2.5, v2.6, v2.14,
v2.15, v2.17, v2.18, v2.23, v2.25, v2.31,
v2.35, v2.36, v2.37, v2.45, v2.46, v2.50,
v2.59, v2.61-7, v2.70, v2.71, v2.72, v2.73,
v2.74, v2.75, v2.76, v2.77, v2.82, v2.83,
v2.87, v2.89, v2.90, v2.92, v2.94, v2.95,
v2.108, v2.110, v2.152, v2.168; v3.2, v3.4,
v3.10, v3.11, v3.13, v3.14, v3.30, v3.31, v3.32,
v3.33, v3.36, v3.37, v3.44, v3.60, v3.61,
v3.98, v3.99

Panel v1.8; v2.54
Panel Advisory Committee v2.162, v2.165
reporters see reporters
rights officers v1.11, v1.35, v1.82, v1.86; v2.18,

v2.22, v2.23, v2.100
rights v1.vii v1.40, v1.47, v1.57, v1.82, v1.86;

v2.71, v2.74, v2.75, v2.100, v2.163, v2.165,
v2.168, v2.171

Services Plan(s) v1.2, v1.8-20, v1.21, v1.25,
v1.89, v1.90; v2.46, v2.70, v2.109-10, v2.117;
v3.43

views v1.vii, viii see also child’s wishes and
feelings v1.5, v1.12, v1.33, v1.34, v1.35, v1.40,
v1.47, v1.55, v1.57, v1.63, v1.65, v1.69, v1.70,
v1.71, v1.73, v1.77, v1.78, v1.79, v1.82, v1.86,
v1.93; v2.1, v2.3, v2.5, v2.8, v2.10, v2.11, v2.17,
v2.25, v2.27, v2.31, v2.32, v2.43, v2.50, v2.58,
v2.62, v2.63, v2.71, v2.74, v2.79, v2.80, v2.98,
v2.100, v2.102, v2.104, v2.105, v2.109, v2.110,
v2.115; v2.155, v2.161, v2.163, v2.166, v2.168,
v2.169, v2.171; v3.2, v3.3, v3.5, v3.6, v3.11,
v3.17, v3.22, v3.3, v3.40, v3.43, v3.55, v3.60,
v3.61, v3.62, v3.64, v3.66
welfare see child’s welfare

choice(s) v1.6, v1.21, v1.25, v1.34, v1.43; v2.5,
v2.22, v2.52, v2.70, v2.74, v2.87; v3.7

chronic illness v2.62, v2.63
Circulars see separate section at top of index
citation and commencement v1.89, v1.91, v1.95,

v1.100
Citizen’s Advice Bureaux v1.22, v1.36 
civil debt v2.30
claims an interest, anyone who (PROs) v3.60,

v3.61, v3.63
clinics v1.6, v1.22, v1.25, v2.171, v2.190, v2.193
clothing v2.61, v2.75
co-ordination of services v1.7, v1.9, v1.13, v1.33,

v1.5l; v2.44, 2.109-120
Code of Guidance of Homelessness v2.118
collaboration between agencies v1.vii, v1.viii,v1.8-

9, v1.10, v1.11, v1.13-14, v1.25, v1.26, v1.27,
v1.30, v1.31, v1.32, v1.40; v2.11, v2.36,
v2.37, v2.42, v2.44, v2.48, v2.50, v2.57,
v2.61, v2.64, v2.67, v2.68, v2.72, v2.74,
v2.75, v2.76, v2.86, v2.87, v2.90, v2.91,
v2.100, v2.103, v2.104, v2.109, v2.110, v2.11l,
v2.112, v2.115, v2.116, v2.117-20; v3.12,
v3.15

Commissioner for Local Administration in Scotland
v3.39

commissioning (of services) v1.5, v1.13, v1.16,
v1.19; v2.46

communicating with children v1.48, v1.49, v1.81,
v1.82, v1.86; v2.21

communication difficulties and support v1.22,
v1.35, v1.46, v1.47, v1.48-9, v.1.86; v2.112

community
care grants v2.120
care v1.10
education v1.17
general v2.17, v2.42, v2.46, v2.62, v2.74, v2.114
groups v2.34

complaints v1.6, v1.11, v1.34, v1.36, v1.83, v1.86;
v2.7, v2.55, v2.59, v2.74, v2.79, v2.89,
v2.100, v2.103, v2.148; v3.23, v3.24, v3.73-4

compulsory measures of supervision v1.5, v1.21,
v1.26, v1.79, v1.80; v2.31, v2.40, v2.41,
v2.95, v2.96, v2.153, v2.175, v2.176

compulsory school age v2.16
computers v1.45
concealed pregnancy v3.9
condition in a supervision requirement v2.3, v2.20,

v2.43, v2.52; v2.164, v2.175, v2.176; v3.61
conditions for emergency protection orders see

grounds, criteria
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conditions of an Order v1.56, v1.59, v1.62 v1.63;
v2.53, v2.65; v3.63, v3.64

conduct of children’s hearing v2.164, v2.167-8,
v2.169-70

conferences see case conferences and child
protection case conferences

confidentiality v1.32, v1.44, v1.82, v1.83; v2.3,
v2.4, v2.7, v2.53, v2.54, v2.57, v2.74, v2.102,
v2.128, v2.139, v2.162, v2.163, v2.165,
v2.175, v2.176; v3.12, v3.16, v3.19, v3.21,
v3.22, v3.26, v3.27, v3.38, v3.47, v3.64;
v3.82, v3.100

consent of court/agency in adoption proceedings
v3.11

consent to surgical, medical or dental procedure or
treatment v1.49, v1.57, v1.62; v2.129, v2.142

consideration (for a sheriff) v1.65, v1.66
constable v1.71. v1.73, v1.54, v1.60, v1.91-92,

v1.93, v1.94, v1.95
constitution of children’s hearing v2.164
consultation

with other agencies see also collaboration v1.8-9,
v1.10, v1.11, v1.26, v1.27; v2.23, v2.44

with service users v1.11, v1.26
with the child see also children’s views v1.26,

v1.35; v2.3, v2.18, v2.22, v2.114, v2.148
Contact Order v1.61; v3.63
contact, contact arrangements, contact with family,

parents v1.5, v1.46, v1.49, v1.55, v1.57, v1.59,
v1.62, v1.63, v1.70, v1.71, v1.73, v1.82,
v1.93, v1.94; v2.1, v2.8, v2.9, v2.10, v2.11,
v2.17, v2.19, v2.27, v2.31, v2.35, v2.44,
v2.50, v2.57, v2.61, v2.64, v2.65, v2.67,
v2.71, v2.89, v2.90, v2.103, v2.109, v2.113,
v2.114, v2.132, v2.137, v2.142, v2.147,
v2.148; v3.2, v3.3, v3.4, v3.5, v3.6, v3.7, v3.8,
v3.12, v3.15, v3.17, v3.18, v3.21, v3.23,
v3.39-41, v3.47, v3.54, v3.61, v3.63, v3.65,
v3.77

contested cases v1.56; v3.6, v3.10, v3.11, v3.28,
v3.29-30, v3.43, v3.62

contingency plans v2.33, v2.36, v2.37
continuation of an Order v1.59
continuity

for children v1.46, v1.51, v1.61; v2.25, v2.62,
v2.77, v2.113

in adoption panel v3.20
of care, services v1.33, v1.43

continuity of education v1.45; v2.109
contraception v2.113
contract of service v1.89
contribution order v2.32
control of children v1.76; v2.16, v2.40, v2.71,

v2.73, v2.79, v2.100
conveying a child to a placement v2.199
convictions v2.48
co-operation see collaboration
corporal punishment v2.71, v2.78, v2.141, v2.146
corporate responsibility v1.1-2, v1.8, v1.10,

v1.13,v1.21
corroboration v1.66
COSLA v2.60
costs of assessment v3.51
Council tenants v2.47
Councils see also local authorities, duties v1.3,

v1.9

counsel, counselling v1.7, v1.16, v1.17, v1.21,
v1.36, v1.37, v1.42, v1.49, v1.51, v1.69; v2.6,
v2.74, v2.91, v2.117, v2.120; v3.1, v3.4, v3.7,
v3.10, v3.11, v3.13, v3.24, v3.27, v3.42, v3.44,
v3.45, v3.46, v3.47, v3.48, v3.52, v3.80

country of origin v3.48, v3.49, v3.50, v3.52
Court of Session v3.54
Court Rules v1.53; v3.50, v3.52, v3.61, v3.63,

v3.61
court order(s) see also individual orders v1.2, v1.5,

v1.52-73, v1.81; v2.27, v2.96; v3.63
court process (in adoption) v3.45, v3.54
court(s) v1.vii, v1.viii, v1.18, v1.49, v1.52, v1.53,

v1.61, v1.71; v2.92, v2.94, v2.97, v2.117;
v3.2, v3.7, v3.28, v3.29, v3.39, v3.41, v3.53,
v3.60, v3.62, v3.63

crime(s) see also offences v1.64, v1.66, v1.67,
v1.68. v1.98; v2.167

Criminal Records Office (Scottish) see also SCRO
v2.48

criminal background, convictions v1.27; v2.140,
v2.48; v3.13, v3.14

criminal justice services, system v1.9; v2.92,
v2.117

criminal records (checks) v1.27, v1.84; v2.17, 2.48,
v2.72, v2.73

crises v1.66, v1.74, v1.82, v1.83, v1.84; v2.25,
v2.111

criteria for a parental responsibilities order v3.60,
v3.61, v3.62

criteria for approving adopters v3.13, v3.14, v3.15,
v3.50, v3.5l

cross boundary co-operation v1.13, v1.31, v1.77,
v1.80, v1.89, v1.90

Crown Office v1.67
cultural identity, background see religious

persuasion, racial origin and cultural and
linguistic background

curator ad litem v3.39, v3.45, v3.54, v3.55, v3.63,
v3.64, v3.66, v3.82

curriculum v2.100, v2.101
custody v2.117; v3.52
cystic fibrosis v2.63

date of birth v2.27, v2.35
day care services v1.2, v1.3, v1.6, v1.7, v1.16,

v1.21, v1.24, v1.25-8, v1.38, v1.41, v1.50
day nursery v1.22, v1.36, v1.56
deaf child(ren) v1.47, v1.48; v2.102
death of a child or young person v2.27, v2.28,

v2.29, v2.30, v2.38, v2.39, v2.63, v2.78,
v2.129; v3.35

decentralisation v1.10
decision by a hearing see also disposal v2.168,

v2.170, v2.171, v2.173, v2.174
decision-making/decisions v1.2, v1.3, v1.5, v1.6,

v1.32, v1.134, v1.35, v1.53, v1.77, v1.79,
v1.86; v2.16, v2.19, v2.22, v2.31, v2.36,
v2.53, v2.74, v2.77, v2.79, v2.90, v2.103,
v2.109; v3.5, v3.10, v3.11, v3.14, v3.15,
v3.17, v3.22, v3.23, v3.24, v3.27, v3.28,
v3.34, v3.35, v3.38, v3.40, v3.5l, v3.53, v3.54,
v3.60, v3.62

declaration of no further involvement with the child
v3.28, v3.93
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definitions, of terms v1.1, v1.2, v1.8, v1.12, v1.23,
v1.29, v1.30, v1.52, v1.56, v1.76, v1.89,
v1.91, v1.93, v1.95, v1.100; v2.1, v2.92,
v2.106, v2.124, v2.133, v2.143, v2.150,
v2.159, v2.198, v2.201; v3.60, v3.72, v3.97

delay in child development v1.15; v2.11, v2.22;
v3.3

delays v1.40; v2.18; v3.2, v3.5, v3.17, v3.35, v3.43
denial of access see refusal of access
dental issues v2.13, v2.89, v2.102, v2.116, v2.147
Department of Health v1.31; v3.45
depression v1.37, v1.70; v2.2
derivative approval v2.133, v2.136
designated household v1.74, v1.75, v1.76, v1.77,

v1.80, v1.81, v1.82, v1.83, v1.84, v1.85,
v1.95, v1.96, v1.97, v1.99

designated local authority agency decision maker
v1.76, 3.23

designated residential establishment v1.74, v1.76,
v1.77, v1.78, v1.79, v1.80, v1.81, v1.82,
v1.83, v1.84, v1.85, v1.95, v1.96, v1.97, v1.99

development plan see also quality development
plan v2.72

development see child’s development
dietician v2.75
Diploma in Social Work v2.73 
direct placement (adoption) v3.9 
direct work v1.3, v1.84; v2.17; v3.3, v3.10
direction

about contact v1.55, v1.57, v1.59, v1.61, v1.62;
v2.9

attached to a child protection order v1.59, v1.61,
v1.62, v1.63, v1.64; v2.9

attached to child assessment order v1.55, v1.57
attached to exclusion order v1.68, v1.69

directions under the Children (Scotland) Act 1995
see also separate section at top of index
v1.viii, v1.8-9, v1.89, v1.90, v1.100, v3.102

disability living allowance v3.33, v3.97, v3.98
disability, disabilities see also children with
disabilities v1.15, v1.16, v1.21, v1.25, v1.29-5l;

v2.11, v2.28, v2.36, v2.47, v2.60, v2.63,
v2.74; v3.1, v3.5, v3.13, v3.32, v3.44

disabled parents, adults v1.33, v1.34; v2.75
disabled young people see also children with a
disability v2.15
discharge

from hospital v1.37
from secure accommodation v2.93, v2.153,

v2.156
of a parental responsibilities order v3.66, v3.67
of an Order see also revocation v1.59, v1.62,

v1.64, v1.66, v1.69; v2.7; v3.66, v3.67
dispensing with agreement (in adoption) v3.7,

v3.11, v3.42, v3.62, v3.63, v3.64, v3.91, v3.93
disposal by a hearing v2.164, v2.165, v2.168,

v2.188 disruption rate v3.17
dissatisfaction with services see also complaints

v1.33, v1.34
distance learning packs v2.57
district nursing v1.17
diversion v1.5
divorce v1.21; v2.8
domestic violence v1.15, v1.18
Downs Syndrome v3.18
drop-in services v2.115, v2.116

drug and alcohol services v2.120
drug misuse v1.75; v2.102, v2.105
DSS see Department of Social Security
duration of

accommodation v1.23; v2.30
an authorisation v1.71, v1.72, v1.93
an exclusion order v1.65, v1.70
emergency children’s services plans v1.9
emergency placement v2.16, v2.17, v2.65
immediate placement agreement v2.65
orders v1.53, v1.59, v1.62, v1.68
placement v2.16, v2.52, v2.53
refuge v1.74-75, v1.79, v1.99
respite v1.23, v1.42, v1.43; v2.15
secure accommodation v2.94, v2.95, v2.96,

v2.97, v2.98
supervision requirement v2.19, v2.44

duties of foster carers v2.137, v2.141
duties of local authorities v1.viii, v1.1, v1.2, v1.4,

v1.5, v1.7, v1.13, v1.14, v1.23, v1.24, v1.25,
v1.26, v1.7, v1.29, v1.30, v1.31, v1.33, v1.34,
v1.38, v1.39, v1.45, v1.49, v1.55, v1.57,
v1.63, v1.78, v1.80; v2.1, v2.11, v2.15, v2.17,
v2.18, v2.43, v2.46, v2.52, v2.59, v2.61,
v2.63, v2.67, v2.68, v2.70, v2.92, v2.107,
v2.109, v2.125; v3.1, v3.28, v3.29, v3.41,
v3.42, v3.43, v3.44, v3.54, v3.65

duties of person in charge v2.72 
duty to provide services v1.4-5

early years forum v1.27
early years services v1.19, v1.26, v1.27, v1.36,

v1.58
education

advice v2.63
and/or training v2.108, v2.114, v2.119, v2.120
authority, department(s) see education services
reviews v1.33, v1.36, v1.41
services v1.viii, v1.1, v1.7, v1.10, v1.11, v1.13,

v1.17, v1.30, v1.31, v1.32, v1.33, v1.34,
v1.36, v1.37, v1.38, v1.39, v1.40, v1.41,
v1.42, v1.44, v1.45, v1.46, v1.49, v1.58,
v1.81; v2.16, v2.70, v2.74, v2.75, v2.76,
v2.83, v2.84, v2.87, v2.88, v2.93, v2.99,
v2.114, v2.119, v2.146, v2.148-9; v3.25,
v3.26, v3.30, v3.34, v3.37, v3.80

supervision v2.202-3, v2.206, v2.207
educational

development/progress v1.15, v1.25, v1.33 v1.63;
v2.34, v2.70, v2.90, v2.146

needs v1.39-42, v1.61; v2.16, v2.35, v2.36,
v2.37, v2.5l, v2.64, v2.70, v2.75, v2.99,
v2.100, v2.10l, v2.125, v2.142, v2.146

programmes see also 5-14 programme v1.40,
v1.63; v2.99, v2.100, v2.10l, v2.146

psychologists, psychological services v1.17; v3.3
Effective Provision for Special Educational Needs

SOED 1994 v2.76
effects of an Order v1.57, v1.61, v1.65, v1.70
efficiency, efficient use of resources v1.9, v1.t3,

v1.37, v1.43
eighth working day v1.64
ejection of a person named in exclusion order

v1.67, v1.68
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elected representatives v3.19, v3.20
eligibility (for services) v1.5, v1.32
emergencies v1.5, v1.71; v2.115; v3.66
emergency admissions v2.72, v2.99, v2.00
emergency child protection measures see also child

assessment orders, child protection orders,
exclusion orders v1.52, v1.53, v1.54, v1.59-61,
v1.65-67, v1.71-73, v1.75, v1.77, v1.91-3,
v1.94; v2.10, v2.26

emergency duty rooms see out of hours services
emergency placements v2.10, v2.16-7, v2.53,

v2.62, v2.64, v2.65, v2.66, v2.70, v2.137
emigration of children v2.32, v2.33
emotional

abuse v1.47
and developmental needs v1.38, v1.61; v2.9,

v2.71
development v1.34; v3.25, v3.27
or behavioural difficulties, problems v1.15,

v1.42; v2.100, v2.102; v3.31, v3.32, v3.44
support v1.37, v1.38

employment services v1.18, v2.119
employment, employment strategies v1.13, v1.50;

v2.51, v2.75, v2.108, v2.109, v2.119; v3.37
ending a placement see also termination of

placement/planned move v2.15, v2.16,
v2.25-6, v2.56

England and Wales v2.73, v2.201-7
entry clearance v3.48, v3.49, v3.50, v3.51, v3.52,

v3.53
epilepsy v1.36
equal opportunities v1.20
equipment v1.6, v1.7, v1.27, v1.37, v1.45; v2.61,

v2.75
escorting a child v2.165
ethnic minority, ethnic minority communities,

ethnic minority families v1.66, v1.22, v1.26,
v1.36, v1.38, v1.57, v1.58; v2.22, v2.23,
v2.48, v2.113, v2.114; v3.12, v3.13, v3.17

ethnicity See religious persuasion, racial origin,
cultural and linguistic background

evidence v1.66, v1.67; v2.57
exception orders v2.48
exclusion from school v1.17; v2.28, v2.5l
exclusion order v1.52, v1.53, v1.58, v1.64, v1.65-7,

v1.71
expiry of an Order v1.62
explanatory notes v1.94, v1.99
extended family, extended family member v1.5;

v2.35, v2.69, v2.74, v2.109; v3.2, v3.44,
v3.60, v3.61

extension of an Order v1.69
extension of refuge v1.75, v1.79, v1.99
external manager v2.80
extra curricular activities v2.77
eye squint v2.102

failure to comply v1.98
failure to discharge parental responsibilities v3.7,

v3.63
families, family issues see also birth families,

parents, extended family v1.2, v1.4, v1.5,
v1.21, v1.25, v1.32, v1.34, v170, v1.74,
v1.77-82, v1.84, v1.86; v2.17, v2.18, v2.26,
v2.42, v2.79; v3.9, v3.12

Family Cure v3.11, v3.45, v3.47

family
aides v1.6, v1.7, v1.16, v2.118
background v1.43
breakdown v1.15, v1.21, v1.33, v1.43
court order v2.206
centres v1.2, v1.6, v1.16, v1.36
circumstances/situation v2.2, v2.25, v2.99
contact see also contact, visits v2.66
credit v1.1
deposition of v1.1
home v1.65, v1.67, v1.70, v1.79
meetings v1.4, v1.82
of origin v2.22
placements see also foster care v1.23; v2.70
support services v1.6, v1.16, v1.24, v1.33, v1.42,

v1.43, v1.52
views v2.43

fees see fostering allowance
financial

assistance to adopters v3.5, v3.19, v3.20, v3.30-8
assistance to foster carers see also fostering

allowance, fees, salaries, additional payments
v2.115, v2.141, v2.142

circumstances v1.65; v3.17, v3.31, v3.33, v3.34,
v3.35, v3.36

hardship v1.70; v2.30; v3.33
matters v2.108, v2.109, v2.120; v3.17
or practical help v1.7, v1.21, v1.37, v1.38; v2.10,

v2.20, v2.52
fines v2.97; v3.67
fire safety v1.46; v2.77, v2.78, 2.82, v2.145,

v2.148
first language is not English v1.6, v1.22, v1.25;

v3.14, v3.15
five-fourteen (5-14) programme see also

educational programme v2.100
food v2.62, v2.75
Forensic Psychiatry v1.70
forensic evidence v2.58
formal agreement to adoption see also agreement

to adoption v3.11
forms for supervision requirements v2.170-1,

v2.175-9
forms for warrants v2.171-2
foster

care handbook v2.56
care preparation and support v2.48, v2.50, v2.56,

v2.57, v2.58
care, fostering v1.16, v1.21, v1.44, v1.45, v1.83
carer agreement, foster placement agreements

v1.7, v2.56, v2.59, v2.60, v2.67, v2.141,
v2.142

carer reappraisal v2.56
carer reviews v2.55, v2.56, v2.138
carer(s) general v1.36, v1.41, v1.42, v1.78,

v1.86, v1.96; v2.4, v2.5, v2.6, v2.16, v2.23,
v2.27, v2.40, v2.46, v2.47, v2.50, v2.52,
v2.53, v2.54, v2.55, v2.56, v2.57, v2.58-69,
v2.111, v2.113; v3.17, v3.31, v3.61

carers children v2.45, v2.50, v2.62
children v1.45, v1.75, v2.30, v2.45,; v2.50,

v2.57, v2.61, v2.132
family v1.2, v1.74; v2.17, v2.30, v2.57, v2.58
home(s) v1.44, v1.96, v1.98; v2.10, v2.16,

v2.20, v2.56
placement agreement v2.4, v2.63, v2.64-9
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placements v1.79; v2.6, v2.18, v2.61-9, v2.108,
v2.136-7; v3.9, v3.37

fostering
allowances, fees, salaries, additional payments 

v2.59, v2.60, v2.61, v2.135; v3.31, v3.34,
v3.97, v3.98

panel v2.53, v2.54, v2.66, v2.67, v2.134, v2.142;
v3.18

records v2.139
schemes v1.24
support social worker v2.58

freeing
application v3.2, v3.7, v3.19, v3.20, v3.30,

v3.39, v3.54
for adoption v2.18, v2.20, v2.30; v3.2, v3.7,

v3.19, v3.27, v3.39, v3.54, v3.55, v3.65,
v3.66, v3.75, v3.78, v3.81, v3.92-4, v3.96

order v2.20, v2.32; v3.8, v3.10, v3.19, v3.29,
v3.54, v3.55

petition v3.2, v3.30
friends v1.60, v1.63, v1.78, v1.84; v2.7, v2.9,

v2.17, v2.32, v2.35, v2.40, v2.52, v2.60,
v2.66, v2.67, v2.71, v2.75; v3.44, v3.62,
v3.65, v3.66

functions and objectives of a residential
establishment v1.83; v2.6

funerals, funeral arrangements; v2.29, v2.30
further and higher education v1.50; v2.36, v2.75,

v2.112
future needs assessment v1.12, v1.20, v1.40, v1.41,

v1.50

gay young men and women v2.114
gender of staff v2.77, v2.102, v2.104
gender v1.31, v1.57, v1.61
general (medical) practitioners (GPs) v1.6, v1.17,

v1.22, v1.25, v1.31, v1.36, v1.45, v1.69,
v1.70; v2.74, v2.76; v3.16, v3.25, v3.26,
v3.30, v3.43

genetic implications v3.8, v3.26
genetic information v3.25
giving notice v3.25
good basic cure see basic care
grandparents v1.62; v3.41, v3.42
grant-aided schools v2.72
granting an Order see grounds for a child

protection order, child assessment order;
exclusion order

grounds of referral v2.161, v2.167, v2.174
group living v2.70, v2.78
groups, groupwork v1.7, v1.16, v1.37; v2.42,

v2.67; v3.4
guardian, guardianship v2.96; v3.7, v3.27, v3.28,

v3.60, v3.61, v3.65, v3.66
guidance staff teachers v1.17; v2.119
Guidelines for Child Protection for Independent

Schools: K. Marshall v2.90

halfway housing v2.119
hand-over arrangements v2.77
harbouring a child v1.74-5, v1.80
harm (to a child) see also child abuse, self harm

significant harm v1.66, v1.70, v1.74, v1.77-82;
v2.34

Health Board(s) v1.vii, v1.8, v1.10, v1.11, v1.13,
v1.31, v1.40, v1.46; v2.16, v2.102, v2.107,
v2.109, v2.110; v3.25, v3.26, v3.30

Health Trusts see NHS ‘trust
health

and safety regulations v2.72, v2.78
assessment see also medical assessment v2.12,

v2.102; v3.16
authorities see also Health Boards v2.16; v3.25
care v1.17, v1.42, v1.50; v2.76, v2.112, v2.147,

v2.148
checks see also medical checks v3.43, v3.50,

v3.52
education v2.102, v2.148
of a child, health needs see also medical

assessment v1.1, v1.2, v1.4, v1.15, v1.27,
v1.29, v1.31, v1.39, v1.41-2, v1.44, v1.53,
v1.54; v2.11, v2.16, v2.12, v2.35, v2.36,
v2.50, v2.62, v2.63, v2.64, v2.70, v2.71,
v2.72, v2.73, v2.74, v2.75, v2.76, v2.77,
v2.78, v2.89-90, v2.93, v2.99, v2.102, v2.109,
v2.114, v2.116, v2.128-9, v2.142; v3.24-6,
v3.35, v3.36, v3.38, v3.81

of birth parents v3.25
of children in adoption process v3.24-26
of children see health of a child
professionals v1.31, v1.32, v1.42; v2.12, v2.49,

v2.116
promotion v1.17; v2.12
records v1.32
references v2.66
reports v2.27; v3.53
requirements v3.13, v3.14
risk v2.57
services v1.viii, v1.2, v1.7, v1.17, v1.30, v1.31,

v1.32, v1.37, v1.42, v1.44, v1.47, v1.49,
v1.58, v1.81; v2.76, v2.112, v2.116; v3.24,
v3.81

surveillance v1.17, v1.41
visitors v1.17, v1.31; v2.49, v2.50; v3.3, v3.25

healthy eating and living v2.75, v2.76, v2.102,
v2.114

hearing impairments v1.44; v2.112, v2.114
helplines v1.44
Hepatitis B v3.53
Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Schools v1.46;

v2.84, v2.87, v2.88
hereditary conditions v3.24
heritage v2.53, v2.62; v3.3, v3.19
Higher Still development programme v2. 100
HIV/Aids v1.15, v1.34, v1.36; v2.63; v3.53
HNC/SVQ v2.57, v2.73
holidays v1.38; v2.81
Home Office leaflet RON 117 v3.48
Home Office v3.27, v3.48, v3.49, v3.52
home care services v1.6, v1.16, v1.37-8
home help(s) v1.6, v1.7, v1.37; v3.44
home studies, home study report v2.26, v2.52;

v3.12, v3.16, v3.17, v3.18, v3.21, v3.26,
v3.27, v3.51

home supervision programme v2.40, v2.41
home supervision see also Supervision

requirements v2.6, v2.18, v2.19, v2.20, v2.23,
v2.31, v2.34, v2.40, v2.40-45

Homeless Young People in Scotland - The Role of
the Social Work Services, J Bannister et al,
HMSO v2.117
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homelessness v1.15; v2.116-119
homework v2.77
hospice care v1.42
hospital services v1.13, v1.17
hospital social work v1.37, v1.42
hospital trusts see NHS Trusts
hospitals/hospitalisation v1.6, v1.36, v1.37, v1.41,

v1.43, v1.47; v2.190, v2.193; v3.9, v3.37
hostels see halfway housing
household see also designated household v1.74-77,

v1.95; v2.49, v2.50, v2.66
housing

agencies v2.117-8, v2.119
associations v2.112, v2.118, v2.119
departments, services organised v1.viii, v1.1,

v1.8, v1.9, v1.10, v1.13, v1.18, v1.36, v1.50;
v2.110, v2.112, v2.116, v2.117, v2.118, v2.119

general v1.1, v1.7, v1.15, v1.37
legislation v2.116
needs v2.118
personnel v2.112, v2.115
stock v2.118, v2.119

hygiene v2.63, v2.11l

identity v2.74, v2.109, v2.113; v3.46, v3.49
ill-treatment v1.60; v3.7, v3.63
illness v1.37, v1.42, v1.50; v3.32
immunisations v1.41; v2.12
impairment, of health, of development v1.1, v1.29;

v3.53
implementation of the Children (Scotland) Act

1995 v1.12, v1.21, v1.84, v1.89, v1.91, v1.95,
v1.100; v2.123, v2.124, v2.133, v2.143,
v2.150, v2.157, v2.198, v2.201; v3.71, v3.73,
v3.97, v3.102

in cash see payments; assistance in kind or cash
in-service training v2.73
income support v1.1; v3.33. v3.37
incontinence v1.36, v1.45
independence (of a child) v1.24, v1.43, v1.50
independence, preparation, training schemes see

also preparation for independent living v1.7,
v1.32

independent
advocacy v1.6
day care sector v1.26-7, v1.39
living v1.50, v1.5l; v2.107-20
organisations, sector see also private sector

v1.21, v1.26, v1.27, v1.74, v1.82, v1.89,
v1.90; v2.80

person(s) v1.35, v1.51, v1.82; v2.74, v2.98,
v2.155

providers v1.81, v1.89, v1.90
schools v2.83

indexes v3.38, v3.39
indexing of records v2.28
individuality and development v1.vii; v2.42, v2.71,

v2.73, v2.74, v2.99, v2.100
inducting new adoption panel members v3.24
inducting new fostering panel members v2.54
infertility, infertility treatment v3.13, v3.14
information

about allowances v3.34
about child v2.2, v2.13, v2.64, v2.65, v2.147,

v2.159, v198-9; v3.5, v3.85

about services v1.3, v1.6, v1.21, v1.22, v1.25,
v1.26, v1.33, v1.34, v1.36, v1.37, v1.38,
v1.45, v1.50, v1.90; v2.7, v2.16, v2.48, v2.50,
v2.88, v2.11l, v2.112, v2.113, v2.114-20

about the family v1.5, v1.32, v1.40, v1.52, v1.54,
v1.84; v3.4, v3.86

about foster families v2.140
and advice v1.6, v1.18, v1.40, v1.42, v1.5l; v2.3,

v2.11l, v2.112, v2.113, v2.114-20; v3.4, v3.8,
v3.10, v3.11, v3.12, v3.14, v3.16, v3.17, v3.20,
v3.22, v3.25, v3.26, v3.28, v3.32, v3.34,
v3.36, v3.39, v3.40, v3.44, v3.45, v3.46,
v3.47, v3.50, v3.52, v3.53, v3.55, v3.66

for children v1.21, v1.32, v1.35, v1.36, v1.37,
v1.57, v1.69, v1.83, v1.86, v1.93; v2.162,
v2.168

meetings v3.14
technology v1.12, v1.35, v1.45

informing
in writing v3.4, v3.10, v3.22
parents or carers v1.32, v1.62, v1.63, v1.70,

v1.73, v1.76, v1.86, v1.91, v1.92; v2.127
the child see also information for children v1.32,

v1.37, v1.93
the local authority v1.73, v1.76, v1.91, v1.97;

v2.153
initial children’s hearing v1.59, v1.62, v1.64
initial review v2.24
inquiries v1.3, v1.4, v1.5, v1.55, v1.59, v1.60,

v1.80, v1.81, v1.84; v2.94
inspection

of a refuge v1.85
of care services v1.26-7, v1.28
of residential establishments v1.46, v1.47;

v2.83-8, v2.145
of schools v2.83-8
reports v2.80
units v2.80
visits v2.80

insurance cover v2.61
intention to apply for an adoption order see

adoption application/applicants
inter-agency

co-operation see collaboration
placement v2.67, v2.68; v3.3
planning v1.10, v1.30-2, v1.40; v3.12, v3.15
throughcare and aftercare panel v2.110

inter-country adoption v3.27, v3.47-53
interdicts v1.65, v1.57, v1.68, v1.69, v1.70
interests of the child see also best interests v2.16,

v2.18, v2.19, v2.25, v2.26; v3.40, v3.64, v3.65
Interim adoption order v3.55
Interim exclusion order v1.65, v1.66, v1.67-8
interim placements v2.15l-3; v3.9
interpretation, interpreters. interpreting services

v1.6, v1.22, v1.35, v1.48; v2.47, v2.48,
v2.112; v2.166; v3.15, v3.17

intimation of an Order v1.69, v1.70
introductory period v3.4, v3.5
introductory visits v2.5, v2.66; v3.5
investigation of a complaint v1.86
investigation of allegations v1.66; v2.58; v3.4 1
investigative interviews v1.48
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Jobseekers Allowance v1.1; v2.32; v3.37, v3.97
joint

arrangements for the provision of services
v2.115, v2.118, v2.119; v3.12, v3.15

assessment and planning v1.10, v1.30, v1.31,
v1.32, v1.40, v1.41

commissioning v1.13, v1.31, v1.33
investigation v1.4, v1.5, v1.47, v1.67
policies, procedures v1.10, v1.40
working v2.12

justice of the peace authorisations see also
authorisation or warrant v2.1, v2.31

justice of the peace v1.52, v1.53, v1.61, v1.71,
v1.73, v1.91-4

key people v2.21
key worker(s) v1.51; v2.23, v2.71, v2.73, v2.74,

v2.100, v2.102, v2.104, v2.112, v2.115

lack of parental care see also neglect v1.80
landlords v2.118, v2.119
languages other than English See also religious

persuasion, racial origin and cultural and
linguistic background v1.6, v1.22, v1.25;
v2.47, v2.48, v2.120; v3.6, v3.14, v3.15

lapsing of an Order v1.62
law centres v1.22
learning difficulties, learning disabilities v1.15,

v1.17, v1.37, v1.39, v1.40, v1.43, v1.46; v2.7,
v2.11, v2.63, v2.100, v2.112, v2.117; v3.24

learning support v1.18; v2.101
leave arrangements v2.103
legal

advice and representation v1.56; v3.10, v3.20,
v3.21, v3.54, v3.62

advisers (in adoption) v3.19, v3.20, v3.24, v3.74,
v3.75

aspects of adoption v3.8, v3.15
expenses v3.19
liabilities/responsibilities v3.35
representation v1.56; v3.65
status (of the child) v1.23, v1.57, v1.63, v1.75;

v2.4, v2.16, v2.18, v2.21; v3.11, v3.36, v3.41,
v3.55

leisure interests v2.14, v2.15
leisure, leisure and recreation see recreation
length of placement v1.23, v1.24, v1.42, v1.43
letters, telephone calls v2.25
laision see also collaboration v2.12, v2.20, v2.88
libraries v1.18, v1.22, v1.25, v1.36
life skills training v2.78
life threatening conditions v1.42
lifestory book v2.17; v3.4
lifestyle v2.49, v2.50; v3.14
line manager v2.20; v3.22
linguistic background See religious persuasion,

racial origin and cultural and linguistic
background

linking (in adoption) v3.4, v3.9, v3.10, v3.12,
v3.16, v3.17, v3.18, v3.19, v3.21, v3.22,
v3.32, v3.34, v3.52

linking (in fostering) v2.54, v2.6-63
links between children and their families see also

contact v1.5, v1.46; v3.3

links with communities see also contact 2.17,
v2.74, v2.75, v2.90; v3.3

lip reading v1.48
listening to children see also children’s views v1.5,

v1.34, v1.93; v2.21
living at home v2.18, v2.20
living independently v2.107-20
living outside Scotland v2.20
local authorities v1.vii, v1.viii, v1.1-2, v1.4, v1.5-7,

v1.8-20, v1.21, v1.23-4, v1.32, v1.35, v1.37,
v1.43, v1.44, v1.46, v1.50, v1.51, v1.53,
v1.57, v1.58, v1.59, v1.60, v1.61, v1.62,
v1.63, v1.65, v1.66, v1.67, v1.68, v1.69,
v1.70, v1.71, v1.72, v1.74, v1.75, v1.76,
v1.77, v1.79, v1.80, v1.81, v1.82, v1.83,
v1.84, v1.85, v1.86, v1.89, v1.90, v1.91,
v1.92, v1.95, v1.96, v1.97, v1.98, v1.99,
v1.100; v2.3, v2.5, v2.6, v2.7, v2.11, v2.19,
v2.20, v2.27, v2.30, v2.32, v2.40, v2.51,
v2.52, v2.65, v2.71, v2.84, v2.85, v2.86,
v2.87, v2.88, v2.89, v2.97, v2.114, v2.152-3,
v2.165, v2.168, v2.169-70, v2.175, v2.199,
v2.201; v3.6, v3.7, v3.9, v3.15, v3.18, v3.20,
v3.23, v3.29, v3.30, v3.31, v3.34, v3.35,
v3.41, v3.43, v3.44, v3.45, v3.48, v3.50,
v3.51, v3.52, v3.54, v3.60, v3.61, v3.62,
v3.63, v3.64, v3.65, v3.66

local authority
accommodation see accommodation
corporate responsibilities v2.107
duties see duties
policies, procedures and standards v2.59, v2.60
recommendations v2.20; v3.51
report v3.41, v3.42, v3.50
resources v1.7
responsible for a child v1.80-l; v2.97
responsibilities see duties; responsibilities for
children looked after

local child protection procedures see child
protection procedure

local education authority see education authority
local Health Board see Health Board and Trusts
local health authority see Health Board and Trusts
local housing authorities see housing department
locked room v2.105
lodgings v2.25
log book v2.79, v2.104, v2.146
long-term plan v1.41; v2.2; v3.60, v3.61
longer-terra care v1.83; v2.63
looked after by the local authority away from home

see children looked after away from home
looked after children see children looked after
looked after (children): costs v2.32
mainstream provision, schools v1.2, v1.5, v1.39
maintenance of standards v2.54
management committee v3.19, v3.20, v3.23
management information v1.12-3
management of staff v2.73
management records v2.27
manager(s)

general v1.2, v1.3; v2.73, v2.74, v2.75, v2.77,
v2.78, v2.79, v2.80, v2.105; v3.20, v3.22

of a refuge v1.78, v1.85, v1.96, v1.97
of a secure unit see also person in charge,

manager of residential establishment v2.105,
v2.15l
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of residential establishments v2.71, v2.72-3,
v2.80, v2143, v2.144-5, v2.146, v2.167

marital status v2.49, v2.137; v3.13
marriage certificate v2.49
matching (tenants) v2.119
matching meeting see linking 
matching see also linking v2.63; v3.27
maximum period

for emergency protection order(s) v1.55, v1.56,
v1.62, v1.64, v1.70, v1.71, v1.72

for parental responsibilities order v3.66
for secure accommodation v2.94, v2.98, v2.151
of refuge v1.74, v1.75, v1.99
of respite care v1.44

meals v2.27, v2.51
means assessment v1.1; v2.32; v3.33, v3.98-9
mediation v2.42
medical

advice, adviser v1.40, v1.42; v2.49, v2.53; v3.8,
v3.9, v3.20, v3.24, v3.25, v3.74

advisers (in adoption) v3.3, v3.8, v3.9, v3.15,
v3.16, v3.19, v3.20, v3.21, v3.24, v3.25,
v3.26, v3.30, v3.31, v3.43, v3.53

and dental treatment v2.46, v2.71, v2.116
aspects of adoption v3.8, v3.9, v3.14, v3.15,

v3.16, v3.24-6
assessment v1.56, v1.62; v2.128-9; v3.16, v3.25,

v3.26
care v1.63; v2.50, v2.116; v3.25, v3.26
checks v3.16
condition v1.58; v2.16
consent v2.63, v2.64
examination(s) v1.42, v1.49, v1.59, v1.62; v2.16,

v2.34, v2.48, v2.102, v2.128-9, v2.190,
v2.193; v3.25, v3.26

findings v3.27
history of the child v2.102; v3.8, v3.12
implications of adoption v3.8
information v2.62; v3.8, v3.20
issues v3.9, v3.24, v3.25, v3.26, v3.34
practitioner v1.57, v1.62; v2.89
records v2.49, v2.102
reports v1.61
treatment v2.90, v2.102
psychiatric or other assessment v2.62; v3.25

medication v1.39, v1.44; v2.76, v2.90, v2.102
members of the adoption panel v3.18, v3.19, v3.20,

v3.24
members of the fostering panel v2.53, v2.54
memoranda (adoption) v3.7, v3.8, v3.28, v3.90-1,

v3.92-4
mental

development v3.27
health difficulties v1.15; v2.112, v2.113, v2.116
health v3.6, v3.16
health worker v2.115
illness v1.13, v1.15, v1.39; v2.7, v2.11

mentally or physically disabled v3.31, v3.32
minimum necessary intervention v1.vii, v1.viii,

v1.5, v1.54
minority languages v2.47, v2.48, v2.62; v3.6
minority, ethnic see also ethnic minorities v2.48,

v2.62
minutes of adoption panels v3.21, v3.23

minutes v2.7; v3.21, v3.23, v3.66
missing child v1.76
missing parent v1.23; v3.49
mixed economy of welfare v1.25
mixed parentage v2.51
mobility v1.36, v1.37, v1.47
monitoring

a child’s development or health v1.58; v2.17
placements v2.17, v2.130; v3.5, v3.6
plans for children v2.18; v3.19
residential establishments v2.24, v2.87, v2.88,

v2.147
reviews v2.18, v2.24, v2.26
service provision v1.12, v1.20, v1.26, v1.27

moral and spiritual needs v2.11, v2.15
mother and toddler groups v1.36
multi-disciplinary assessment v1.42; v2.2, v2.116
multi-disciplinary teams v1.37
multi-disciplinary working v2.12
multiple disabilities v1.38, v1.44, v1.49
multiple placements v1.42-3, v1.44, v1.80
muscular dystrophy v2.63
music, musical instrument v2.60, v2.75

named person v1.53, v1.56, v1.62, v1.65, v1.66,
v1.67, v1.68, v1.69, v1.70, v1.71

National Certificate courses v2.100
National Foster Care Association v2.30, v2.57,

v2.58
National Health Service see NHS
National Insurance v2.61
National Standards for Criminal Justice, Social

Work Services v2.117
natural parents see birth parents 
naturalisation documents v2.49 
needs of children looked after v2.18, v2.35
needs of the child see children’s needs, children

in need
needs see children’s needs, children in need

neglect v1.26, v1.47, v1.54, v1.60, v1.74,
v1.80; v3.15, v3.24

neighbourhood v2.62
neighbouring authority v2.47
neighbours v2.58
NHS Trust v1.viii, v1.8, v1.10, v1.13, v1.31, v1.46;

v2.12, v2.13, v2.107, v2.109, v2.110; v3.26,
v3.34

no further involvement (adoption) v3.28
no order principle v1.vii, v1.viii, v1.54, v1.56,

v1.59, v1.61; v3.62, v3.77
non-abusing parent(s) v1.66, v1.70, v1.71
non-attendance see school non-attendance
non-disclosure of the child’s whereabouts v1.61,

v1.83, v1.92; v2.169, v2.172, v2.175, v2.176
normality, normalisation v1.29, v1.30, v1.44
Northern Ireland v2.73, v2.201-207
notice in writing - if removed from accommodation

v1.23
notice of application for exclusion order v1.68,

v1.69, v1.70
notice v1.62; v2.31, v2.54, v2.55
notification

about adoption allowances v3.34, v3.35, v3.36,
v3.37

by local authority v2.15, v2.17, v2.46, v2.67,
v2.126; v3.25, v3.27
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in writing v1.57, v1.77; v2.152; v3.30, v3.31,
v3.5l, v3.66

of application for child protection order v1.60,
v1.63

of business meeting v2.160-1
of change in manager or registered school v2.84
of children’s hearing v2.161-3, v2.168-9, v2.173
of closure of registered school v2.84
of death of a child looked after v2.78
of decisions or recommendations v1.58; v2.55;

v3.23, v3.27, v3.29, v3.77-8
of emergency measures v1.73, v1.91-2, v1.93,

v1.94
of foster care approval v2.135
of intention to apply for an adoption v3.41,v3.42,

v3.54
of the local education authority v1.78; v2.28,

v2.126; v3.25, v3.26
of occurrences v2.28, v2.129
of placement v2.67, v2.93, v2.126
of refuge v1.75-6, v1.77, v1.78, v1.79, v1.82,

v1.85, v1.97-8, v1.99
of the Secretary of State v2.28
of secure accommodation v2.95, v2.152
to birth parents v3.7, v3.23, v3.27, v3.28
to the children’s hearing v3.27, v3.29

number of children (in placements) v2.52, v2.72,
v2.84, v2.145

number of staff (secure units) v2.104
number of visits (registration and review) v1.85;

v2.79, v2.80
nurseries v1.22, v1.36, v1.56
nursing cure, services v1.17, v1.42

objectives of the placement v1.46; v2.4, v2.64
observation (of a child in a single locked room)

v2.105
occupational therapists, occupational therapy v1.6,

v1.37
offences, offenders, offending, offending behaviour

v1.15, v1.21, v1.74, v1.75, v1.98; v2.6, v2.34,
v2.40, v2.41, v2.44, v2.86, v2.97, v2.117,
v2.167, v2.205, v2.206, v2.207; v3.66, v3.67,
v3.88

offenders’ establishments v2.116
officer(s) in charge v1.83, v1.96, v1.97, v2.70-4,

v2.79, v2.93-8
older child, older children v2.25; v3.22
older children placed for adoption v3.12
ophthalmic services v2.12, v2.102, v2.116
opinion of parents see parents’ views 
opinion of the child see children’s views
ordinary residence v1.80, v1.81, v1.91, v1.92
original birth entry v3.45
origins (of adopted children) v3.27, v3.45
other children in household v2.58
other foster children v2.61
other local authorities v1.9, v1.31, v1.77, v1.81,

v1.89, v1.90, v1.98; v2.16, v2.68-9
other members of adoptive household v3.15, v3.16
out of hours services v1.76
out of school services v1.17, v1.25; v2.47, v2.62
outcomes v2.7, v2.19, v2.100, v2.10l, v2.110; v3.3
outreach services v1.17; v2.116

outwith UK (holidays) v2.81
overnight stays v2.25, v2.31, v2.113
overseas adoption v3.27, v3.47-53
own tenancy see tenancy 
owner occupation v2.118
owner of approved establishment, refuge v1.74,

v1.78, v1.97

packages of care, support services v1.23, v1.27,
v1.31, v1.37, v1.43, v1.50, v1.5l

paediatrician, paediatric services v1.17, v1.31,
v1.56

pain and loss v3.4, v3.6, v3.8, v3.10, v3.11, v3.41
panel chairman v1.8; v2.161-2, v2.164, v2.165,

v2.166, v2.167-8, v2.170, v2.173, v2.175-195
panel members v1.8; v2.20, v2.40, v2.160, v2.161,

v2.164
paramount consideration, paramountcy v1.vii, v1.5,

v1.52, v1.54, v1.55, v1.60, v1.66, v1.81; v2.1,
v2.7, v2.11, v2.43, v2.58, v2.110; v3.1, v3.2,
v3.11, v3.62, v3.64

Parent to Parent Information on Adoption Services
(PPIAS) v3.44

parental
agreement (for a child looked after) v1.28; v2.3,

v2.31, v2.40
agreement (for refuge) v1.79, v1.82
capacity v2.50
consent (for recreational trips) v2.80, v3.62
contact see also contact v2.9, v2.10, v2.35,

v2.50, v2.66, v2.76
contribution v2.8, v2.32
control v2.34
income v2.32
responsibilities order (PRO) v1.46; v2.1, v2.4,

v2.9, v2.11, v2.19, v2.30, v2.31, v2.32, v2.52,
v2.203, v2.204, v2.206, v2.207; v3.60-7

responsibilities see also parents’ responsibilities
v1.1, v1.36, v1.46, v1.59-60, v1.62, v1.64,
v1.76, v1.86, v1.95; v2.31, v2.32, v2.64,
v2.110, v2.144

responsibility, a person with v1.1, v1.36, v1.46,
v1.39-60, v1.62, v1.64, v1.76, v1.86, v1.95;
v2.31, v2.32, v2.64, v2.110

rights see parents’ rights
parenting skills v1.6; v2.34
parents see also birth parents v1.vii, v1.23, v1.24,

v1.25, v1.30, v1.35, v1.36, v1.37, v1.40,
v1.47, v1.49, v1.53, v1.62, v1.63, v1.64,
v1.65, v1.66, v1.69, v1.70, v1.75, v1.76,
v1.79, v1.81, v1.82, v1.83, v1.86, v1.95; v2.1,
v2.2, v2.3, v2.4, v2.7, v2.8, v2.10, v2.11,
v2.15, v2.20, v2.24, v2.30, v2.31, v2.50,
v2.64, v2.67, v2.71, v2.74, v2.78, v2.96,
v2.103, v2.104, v2.108, v2.110, v2.162,
v2.163; v3.60, v3.61, v3.65, v3.66

parents with a disability v2.8
parents’

refusal, non agreement v1.7, v1.79
responsibilities see also parental responsibility

v1.vii, v1.23, v1.34, v1.49, v1.62, v1.63,
v1.71, v1.75, v1.76, v1.79, v1.95; v2.15,
v2.16, v2.17, v2.20, v2.22, v2.28, v2.29,
v2.30, v2.46; v2.30, v2.46, v2.103, v2.171;
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v3.7, v3.27, v3.28, v3.29, v3.41, v3.42, v3.43,
v3.49, v3.60, v3.61, v3.63, v3.65

rights see also parents’ responsibilities v1.ii,
v1.23, v1.34, v1.60, v1.62, v1.64, v1.82;
v2.30, v2.46, v2.71, v2.74, v2.76, v2.100,
v2.103, v2.162, v2.163, v2.165, v2.171; v3.7,
v3.8, v3.11, v3.28, v3.29, v3.43, v3.60, v3.61,
v3.63, v3.64, v3.65

strengths v1.4, v1.32, v1.34; v2.8
views v1.6, v1.7, v1.31, v1.55; v2.5, v2.20,

v2.25, v2.32, v2.78, v2.80, v2.98, v2.100,
v2.155; v3.2, v3.9, v3.10, v3.43, v3.62

participation
in a review v2.22
in decision-making see also views of parents

v1.82; v2.7, v2.8
of children see also views of children v2.20,

v2.21, v2.22, v2.74, v2.82; v3.61
partnership

between agencies v1.8-l0, v1.11; v3.43
between foster carers and agency v2.56, v2.57,

v2.64
with children and young people v1.6, v1.34-5;

v2.74, v2.110, v2.114, v2.115
with parents and families v1.5, v1.6, v1.26,

v1.34-5, v1.43; v2.3, v2.15, v2.51, v2.72,
v2.75, v2.76, v2.103, v2.110

with the voluntary sector v2.43 
passports of information v1.32 
payments see also fostering and adoption

allowances v1.1; v2.59-61; v3.30, v3.37-8
payments to parents v2.28
peers see also  friends v1.78, v1.83; v2.34, v2.51,

v2.62, v2.70
performance appraisals v2.72
performance indicators, measures v1.3, v1.12,

v1.20 
period of an Order see duration of an Order,

maximum period
permanent placements v1.49; v2.52; v3.4, v3.19,

v3.32, v3.62
person

in charge (of residential establishment) v1.74;
v2.6, v2.70, v2.71, v2.72, v2.74, v2.79,
v2.144, v2.145, v2.152

in charge of secure accommodation v2.93-8,
v2.151, v2.152, v2.154, v2.155, v2.182,
v2.184, v2.186, v2.187, v2.190, v2.192

providing refuge v1.75-6, v1.77, v1.78-9, v1.81,
v1.82, v1.83, v1.96, v1.98

taking emergency action v1.73
to be excluded see also named person v1.65, v1.67
who has parental responsibility see parental

responsibility
with charge of or control over a child v1.76,

v1.95
personal

care or support v2.74, v2.83, v2.100
information record(s) see also records, case files

v1.32; v2.78, v2.79, v2.102, v2.104, v2.146
possessions v1.63; v2.74
space v2.89

personnel development v1.12
persons responsible for residential school v2.83,

v2.84
petition v3.54, v3.67
petitioners v3.43
pets v2.62

photographs v2.27, v2.65
physical

abuse v2.50; v3.15, v3.31
action, minimal v2.51
development v2.70 
difficulties v1.43
health see also health, of a child v3.16, v3.25
or emotional harm see also significant harm v1.49
or mental disability v1.15, v1.39, v1.46; v2.63,

v2.112, v2.118; v3.24
restraint v2.104

place of safety v1.53, v1.54, v1.58, v1.59, v1.60,
v1.61, v1.62, v1.63, v1.71, v1.72, v1.73,
v1.91, v1.92, v1.93, v1.94; v2.31, v2.96,
v2.153-4, v2.162, v2.164, v2.167, v2.171,
v2.172, v2.173, v2.178, v2.180, v2.181-192

placement
breakdowns, disruptions v2.26; v3.19, v3.29,

v3.43
for adoption see also adoption placement v3.2,

v3.8, v3.24, v3.25, v3.26, v3.27, v3.28, v3.29,
v3.30, v3.31, v3.32, v3.39, v3.78

of children v1.16, v1.82-3; v2.4, v2.5, v2.9,
v2.15, v2.17, v2.18, v2.20, v2.21, v2.25,
v2.35, v2.36, v2.52, v2.53, v2.57, v2.64,
v2.65, v2.79, v2.136-7

preparation v2.66, v2.67, v3.3-5
start v2.15-6
termination v2.25, v2.26, v2.56, v2.63, v2.66,

v2.79; v3.37
outside Scotland v2.68, v2.203-4

placing agency v2.91, v2.103, v2.104
planning for children’s services see also children’s

services plans v1.6, v1.9-20, v1.25, v1.30,
v1.34

planning meetings v1.32; v3.62
plans for children and young people see also care

plans v1.6, v1.7, v1.79, v1.82; v2.2, v2.18,
v2.19, v2.20, v2.26, v2.35, v2.36, v2.64; v3.3,
v3.8, v3.9, v3.10, v3.19, v3.22, v3.28, v3.49,
v3.62

play v1.27; v2.22
playgroups v1.16, v1.36
playschemes, play services v1.18, v1.38
police

checks v1.27; v2.48, v2.66; v3.16, v3.50, v3.52
constable v1.54, v1.60, v1.71, v1.73, v1.75,

v1.91-2, v1.93, v1.94, v1.95; v2.165
general v1.viii, v1.4, v1.5, v1.10, v1.13, v1.18,

v1.47, v1.48, v1.66, v1.67, v1.71-2, v1.76,
v1.81, v1.85, v1.91; v2.99, v2.110, v2.160,
v2.169

powers of removal v1.72
records v3.15
station v1.73, v1.75, v1.93

policies and procedures see also child protection
procedures v1.2, v1.3, v1.19, v1.20, v1.36,
v1.39; v3.6, v3.19, v3.20

policy and planning v2.111-2
post adoption support/services v3.1, v3.4, v3.21,

v3.23, v3.24, v3.26, v3.27, v3.36, v3.43-7
post mortem v2.38
post placement services, support v1.16; v3.4, v3.21,

v3.23, v3.24, v3.26, v3.52
post qualifying framework v2.73
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poverty v1.15
power of arrest v1.65, v1.68, v1.70
powers, of local authorities v1.vii, v1.7, v1.13,

v1.23, v1.26, v1.52, v1.78, v1.80, v1.81;
v2.107, v2.108, v2.115; v3.31

practical help v1.70
pre-adoptive foster home v3.9
Pre-School Education Initiative v1.26
pre-school services see also day care v1.38
precautions against fire see fire 
pregnancy v1.75; v2.113
prejudice v2.6, v2.49, v2.62; v3.14, v3.5l
preparation

for a review v2.21
for adulthood v2.73
for independent living and aftercare v2.68, v2.73,

v2.74, v2.78, v2.100, v2.108-17
groups v2.4, v2.8, v2.5l; v3.15, v3.50, v3.53
of children v2.63; v3.3, v3.4, v3.23
of children’s services plans v1.89
process (in adoption) v3.3, v3.12, v3.15, v3.17,

v3.50, v3.51, v3.52
stage (in adoption) v3.12, v3.44, v3.50, v3.5l
for the end of refuge v1.79

preserving case records v2.28, v2.128, v2.139,
v2.174; v3.38, v3.82

prevention v1.26, v1.59, v1.61-62, v1.71-72; v2.15
previous carers v2.25, v2.65
primary care teams v1.31, v1.42; v2.116
primary health care (services) v1.2, v1.13, v1.37
Principal Reporter see also Reporters v 1.58,

v1.59, v1.62 v1.63, v1.64, v1.69, v1.72, v1.79,
v1.80, v1.81, v1.91, v1.92; v2.11, v2.19,
v2.20, v2.31, v2.45, v2.56, v2.95, v2.96,
v2.97, v2.117, v2.127, v2.152-3, v2.154,
v2.160-4, v2.167, v2.170, v2.171, v2.172,
v2.173, v2.187, v2.193, v2.194, v2.197,
v2.199, v2.202, v2.203, v2.204; v3.29, v3.41,
v3.64, v3.65, v3.78, v3.80, v3.89

principles of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995
v1.vii, v1.viii, v1.8, v1.29, v1.52, v1.54;
v2.107; v3.2, v3.61

priorities v1.3, v1.12, v1.19, v1.37; v2.72, v2.118
prison, prison officer v2.116, v2.117, 2.165,
privacy v1.34, v1.44, v1.45; v2.24, 2.89, v2.100,

v2.103, v2.104, 2.165
private

adoptions v3.45
agencies see private sector
companies see private sector
fostering v1.45; v2.68; v3.53 
hospital v1.46
interview v2.118
law v1.1; v3.60 
nursing home v1.46
rented sector v2.118, v2.119
sector see also independent sector v1.9, v1.11,

v1.12, v1.13, v1.16, v1.25, v1.31, v1.46,
v1.74; v2.68, v2.83-90

social workers v3.5l
probation order v1.117; v2.203, v2.205, v2.207
procedures for admission v2.74, v2.105
procedures for the appointment and vetting of staff

see staff appointment
procedures v2.44, v2.54, v2.58, v2.66; v3.22,

v3.23, v3.24, v3.49

Procurator Fiscal v1.67
professional judgement v2.20
professional supervision see supervision of staff
programme of care v2.70, v2.73, v2.74, v2.99,

v2.103, v2.104
programmes which discourage re-offending v2.41,

v2.42, v2.43, v2.44, v2.45
progress indicators v2.34
progress, of a child v2.18, v2.26, 2.34, v2.100,

v2.103, v2.119
prohibition of contact v1.62; v2.10, v2.22, v2.53;

v3.39-40
promotion of a child’s welfare v1.vii, v1.1-7, v1.8,

v1.19, v1.32, v1.55; v2.15; v3.14, v3.19, v3.42
prosecution v1.67
prospective adopters v3.1, v3.2, v3.4, v3.5, v3.6,

v3.8, v3.9, v3.10, v3.12, v3.14, v3.16, v3.17,
v3.18, v3.21, v3.22, v3.24, v3.26, v3.27,
v3.30, v3.32, v3.33, v3.34, v3.35, v3.48,
v3.49, v3.50, v3.51, v3.52, v3.53 v3.54, 3.78

prospective foster carers v2.3, v2.139, v2.140
protection see child protection
protective measures v1.52-73; v2.40
providers of refuge v1.74, v1.75-6, v1.77, v1.78,

v1.79, v1.81, v1.82, v1.83
providers of services v1.43, v1.89
psychiatric assessment v1.59, v1.62
psychiatric services v2.6, v2.99, v2.116
psychiatrists see also child and adolescent

psychiatry v1.42
psychological assessment/reports v1.40, v1.56;

v3.21, v3.25
psychological development v2.71
psychologists, psychological services v1.2, v1.17,

v1.18, v1.40, v1.42, v1.56; v2.6, v2.99, v2.116
public

concern v2.81
confidence v2.40
information v1.12, v1.21, v1.36, v1.86, v1.100
protection v2.2, v2.97, v2.186, v2.188, v2.190,

v2.192
transport v2.50

publication of information, publishing information
v1.12, v1.21, v1.25, v1.36, v1.86, v1.100

publicity v2.46, v2.47; v3.12
publishing children’s services plans v1.8, v1.89
punishment of children v2.51, v2.103, v2.105
pupils v2.88, v2.91, v2.100, v2.10l
purchasers of services see commissioning

qualifications v2.73, v2.101, v2.119; v3.19
qualified care staff v2.72, v2.73
quality development plans v2.92, v2.102, v2.105
quality of care and education v2.37, v2.73, v2.74,

v2.77, v2.80, v2.88, v2.89, v2.99, v2.105
quality of life v2.82, v2.87

race, racial origin see ethnic minority religious
persuasion, racial origin and cultural and
linguistic background

racism v3.5l
reappraisal of foster carers v2.56
reasonable contact v3.63
recall of child protection order v1.62, v1.64
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recall of exclusion order v1.68, v1.69, v1.72
reciprocal enforcement of orders v2.201-4
recommendation by a local authority v3.38
recommendation of the fostering panel v2.53
recommendation to a children’s hearing or a court

v2.19, v2.138
reconsideration procedure v2.59; v3.24
record in secure accommodation v2.93, v2.94,

v2.155-6
record in writing v1.67; v2.3, v2.9; v3.8
record of discussion and decision v2.54
record of measures of control v2.104
record(s) see also case files v2.11, v2.17, v2.26,

v2.77, v2.78, 2.155; v3.15, v3.39, v3.45
record-keeping v1.4; v2.160; v3.32, v3.38-9
recording interviews v1.4
recording review information v2.35
Records of Needs v1.36, v1.39, v1.40, v1.41,

v1.50; v2.71
records of meetings v1.36
recreation services v1.viii, v1.10
recreation v1.34, v1.36, v1.45, v1.50; v2.75, v2.80,

v2.100
recreational trips v2.80, v2.81
recruitment of adoptive families v3.12
recruitment of foster carers v2.5, v2.46, v2.47,

v2.60
recruitment of staff see also staff selection v1.26;

v2.72-3, v2.822.148
referees v2.48; v3.16, v3.50
references v3.16, v3.50, v3.65
referral

of cases to the Principal Reporter see referral to
the reporter

to a children’s hearing v1.64, v1.80; v2.41 v2.96,
v2.160, v2.166-9, v2.167; v3.64-5

to adoption panel v2.19
to court v2.11
to social work services v1.2, v1.3-4, v1.5, v1.30,

v1.32, v1.47
to the reporter v1.43, v1.58, v1.79, v1.80, v1.81,

v1.82; v2.166-9
refuges v1.74-85, v1.95-9
refusal

of access v1.55, v1.59, v1.60
of application v3.64
to consent (by a child) v2.27
to consent (by a parent) see also withholding

consent v1.80; v3.6, v3.11
to move (by a child) v1.83
to register v2.85, v2.86

Register of Births v3.27
register of day care providers and childminders

v1.26-7
registered person(s) v1.96; v2.85
registered residential establishments v1.84, v1.96,

v1.98; v2.79, v2.80, v2.87, v2.88
registering authority v2.72, v2.79, v2.80, v2.86
Registrar General for England and Wales v3.45
Registrar General for Scotland v3.45, v3.91, v3.94
Registrar of Independent Schools v2.72, v2.88
registration

conditions v2.84, v2.85
of residential establishments v1.46, v1.84;

v2.83-91
of day care services v1.26-7, v1.28, v1.38
requirements v2.79, v2.84

variation v2.84
Regulation and Review of Childminding, Day care

and Education Services for Children under
Eight, June 1991 v1.38

regulation of contact v1.67, v1.68
regulations See also separate section at top of

index v1.vii, v1.ix, v1.42, v1.44, v1.72-3,
v1.75-8, v1.83-5, v1.91-3, v1.95-9;
v2.123-156, v2.198-207; v3.71-101

rehabilitation, of children see return home
reintegration v2.22, v2.25; v3.7, v3.10, v3.63
relationships v2.15, v2.17, v2.49, v2.50, v2.73,

v2.112, v2.113; v3.3, v3.31, v3.41, v3.42,
v3.43, v3.46

relative, definition of v1.23
relatives v1.5, v1.23, v1.60, v1.63, v1.84; v2.6,

v2.7, v2.40, v2.48, v2.49, v2.50, v2.52, v2.60,
v2.66, v2.67, v2.108, v2.137; v3.2, v3.42,
v3.44, v3.60, v3.61, v3.62, v3.65, v3.66

relatives, placement with v2.52-3, v2.66
release of the child from secure accommodation

v2.95, v2.96, v2.97
relevant people, person v1.60, v1.62, v1.63, v1.64,

v1.69, v1.91, v1.92, v1.93; v2.16, v2.20,
v2.127, v2.152, v2.160, v2.161, v2.163,
v2.164, v2.167, v2.168, v2.171, v2.174,
v2.197; v3.62, v3.63, v3.64, v3.65, v3.66

relevant services v1.21, v1.89, v1.100
religious affiliations, backgrounds v3.13, v3.50,

v3.77, v3.78, v3.90, v3.92
religious persuasion, racial origin and cultural and

linguistic background v1.viii, v1.5, v1.6,
v1.12, v1.15, v1.26, v1.27, v1.31, v1.43,
v1.57, v1.63; v2.1, v2.6, v2.15, v2.22, v2.24,
v2.30, v2.35, v2.47, v2.48, v2.50, v2.5l, v2.57,
v2.60, v2.62, v2.64, v2.74, v2.109, v2.110,
v2.126, v2.142; v3.2, v3.3, v3.4, v3.6, v3.8,
v3.17, v3.19, v3.22, v3.49, v3.50, v3.54, v3.61

religious services, instruction, v2.47, v2.74, 2.146
religious upbringing v2.15; v3.2, v3.61
relinquishing a child v3.2, v3.7, v3.8, v3.9, v3.10,

v3.11
removal from home v1.61, v1.63, v1.65, v1.71,

v1.72; v2.180; v3.66
removal of a child from where he/she is

accommodated v1.23, v1.59, v1.61-62, v1.71-2
removal of an abuser v1.64-7
remuneration see also payment 
rent collection v2.119
repairs to building v2.75, v2.105
report

by a safeguarder v2.165
for the court v2.26, v2.27; v3.3, v3.38, v3.41,

v3.42, v3.43, v3.50, v3.54, v3.64, v3.65
made to children’s hearing v2.26-7, v2.154,

v2.161, v2.165, v2.167, v2.168, v2.170,
v2.174, v2.199

of hearing decision v2.164, v2.170
prepared by local authorities (for adoption)

v3.38, v3.42, v3.49, v3.50, v3.54, v3.60
relating to adoption (e.g. on legal/medical

advice) v3.21, v3.24, v3.26, v3.27, v3.38,
v3.49, v3.52, v3.53, v3.81

to the Secretary of State after a child who is
looked after dies v2.38, v2.39
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Reporter(s) see also Principal Reporter v1.18,
v1.43, v1.58, v1.79, v1.80, v1.81, v1.82;
v2.166-9

reporting officer v3.7, v3.11, v3.39, v3.43, v3.45,
v3.54, v3.55, v3.63, v3.64

representation at a hearing v2.164-5, v2.166,
v2.168, v2.170, v2.174

representation in court v1.65, v1.67
representations v1.86; v2.59; v3.3, v3.22, v3.23

v3.34, v3.35, v3.36, v3.66
representing children or families v1.21-2, v1.51
request for accommodation v1.23
request for assessment v1.32, v1.40
request for refuge v1.74, v1.78, v1.80
requirement to register v2.83
research v1.12; v2.46, v2.165; v3.17, v3.30, v3.39
Residence Order v1.23, v1.24, v1.60; v2.18, v2.31,

v2.54; v3.42, v3.61, v3.63, v3.67
residence allowance v3.61
residential cure v1.2, v1.16, v1.42, v1.45-7, v1.83;

v2.27, v2.56, v2.70, v2.71-81, v2.150-156
residential establishments and settings v1.23, v1.74,

v1.78, v1.79, v1.83, v1.84, v1.85, v1.95, v1.96,
v1.97, v1.98; v2.6, v2.16, v2.40, v2.70-81,
v2.82, v2.108, v2.143-8, v2.154, v2.198

residential schools v1.17, v1.45, v1.46; v2.72,
v2.76, v2.83-91, v2.114

resource exchange v3.18
resource priorities v2.115
resources v1.6-7, v1.9, v1.12, v1.20, v1.25, v1.37;

v2.72; v3.33, v3.36
respiratory conditions v2.62
respite care at home v2.15, v2.37
respite services/care v1.6, v1.16, v1.17, v1.24,

v1.32, v1.38, v1.42-44, v1.50; v2.4, v2.6,
v2.15, v2.18, v2.21, v2.37, v2.57 ; v3.32,
v3.44

responsibilities of a local authority see duties of a
local authority

responsibilities of a local authority for children
who are looked after v1.7, v1.42-47, v1.57;
v2.1-39

responsibilities of those using emergency
protection measures v1.73

responsible authority v1.81, v1.83 v2.15, v2.68
responsible person v1.75, v1.76, v1.77, v1.79,

v1.84, v1.95, v1.98, v1.99
restraint v2.78
restriction of contact see also termination or

restriction of contact v2.10, v2.11
restriction of liberty v2.92, v2.100
restrictions of access to records v2.27
resumption of care (by a parent) v1.23
retention of foster carers v2.60
retention of records see also safekeeping of records

and documents v2.28; v3.38
return home, reunification v1.79; v2.7, v2.10,

v2.15, v2.19, v2.31, v2.33, v2.35, v2.110,
v2.11l; v3.11, v3.61

review
chairperson v2.21
hearing v2.19, v2.20, v2.44, v2.162
meetings v1.32; v2.102
of adoption allowances v3.35, v3.36, v3.100
of approval of foster carers see also termination

of approval v2.54, v2.55, v2.56, v2.59, v2.135-6

of care plans v1.3, v1.7, v1.33, v1.63; v2.4,
v2.15, v2.17, v2.19, v2.45; v3.19

of cases v2.10, v2.20
of children’s services plan v1.8, v1.9, v1.12,

v1.20, v1.89
of complaints v2.74
of day care services v1.26-7
of designation or approval v1.85, v1.98
of exclusion order v1.71
of foster carers v2.54, v2.55, v2.56, v2.67,

v2.135
of freeing placement v3 .81
of information v1.22
of legislation, policy, guidance, etc. v2.29
of refuge care v1.85, v1.98
of respite care v1.42-3, v1.44
of secure accommodation unit v2.18, v2.97,

v2.98, v2.155
of statement of functions and objectives v2.72,

v2.105
of supervision requirement v2.19, v2.20, v2.95,

v2.96, v2.152, v2.154, v2.162, v2.164, v2.166-9,
v2.199

of under eight provision v1.9, v1.11, v1.19,
v1.25, v1.38

reports, records v2.24, v2.26, v2.27
variation v3.35, v3.36

reviews see also child care reviews, review
hearings, review of allowances v1.41; v2.35,
v2.98

revocation of a freeing order v3.29
revocation of an Order v2.3 1, v2.33; v3.66, v3.93
revoked scheme v3.34, v3.38
right see also children’s rights 

of access to birth records v3.45
of inheritance v3.41
to complain v2.56, v2.59, v2.74
to confidential treatment v2.116
to privacy v2.18

rights and responsibilities see also parents’
responsibilities; parents’ rights; statement of
rights and responsibilities v2.74, v2.75,
v2.100; v3.7

rights see children’s rights, parents rights
risk assessment v1.3, v1.4, v1.5, v1.49, v1.55,

v1.58 v1.67, v1.70
risk of harm see also children at risk v1.74, v1.77,

v1.78, v1.99, v1.80, v1.81, v1.82, v1.84; v2.2,
v2.26, v2.40, v2.41, v2.42

risk of ill health v2.12
risk see also children at risk v1.66; v2.12, v2.16,

v2.34, v2.42, v2.66, v2.116; v3.53
rituals v2.78
Rules of Court v1.vii, v1.55, v1.56, v1.62, v1.65,

v1.66, v1.69, v1.70
rules of the home v2.74, v2.100
running away v1.75, v1.78, v1.80, v1.81, v1.82,

v1.83, v1.85; v3.67
rural and isolated areas v1.27, v1.83; v2.47, v2.57;

v3.15

safe-keeping of case records and documents see
also safekeeping of records and documents
v2.25, v2.27, v2.28, v2.57, v2.65, v2.128,
v2.139, v2.174; v3.38, v3.82

safeguarder(s) v1.69; v2.160, v2.161, v2.163,
v2.165-6, v2.168, v2.169, v2.170, v2.171
v3.65
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safeguarding and promoting the child’s welfare
v1.ii v1.1, v1.5, v1.7, v1.23, v1.29, v1.44,
v1.45, v1.47, v1.52, v1.57, v1.59, v1.60,
v1.62, v1.63, v1.64, v1.73, v1.80, v1.81,
v1.92, v1.93, v1.96; v2.1, v2.2, v2.15, v2.17,
v2.19, v2.26, v2.56, v2.68, v2.73, v2.77,
v2.91, v2.138, v2.151, v2.181, v2.184, v2.185,
v2.191, v2.192; v3.1, v3.2, v3.6, v3.7, v3.24,
v1.41, v3.48, v3.51, v3.54, v3.60, v3.63,
v3.64, v3.65, v3.66, v3.81

safety v1.5, v1.25, v1.27, v1.44, v1.45, v1.46,
v1.49, v1.54, v1.58, v1.70, v1.74, v1.78,
v1.80, v1.81, v1.84; v2.11, v2.57, v2.62,
v2.63, v2.72, v2.76, v2.77, v2.78, v2.80,
v2.87, v2.104, v2.147, v2.148; v3.11, v3.32

sanctions v2.78, v2.82, v2.104, v2.146, v2.148
school

attendance v2.34, v2.40, v2.44
certificates v2.27
difficulties v1.75; v2.100
health services v1.3, v1.9, v1.45; v3.25
holidays v1.25, v1.38
inspection see also inspection of schools v2.83-8
leaving age v1.7, v1.30, v1.40; v2.75
liaison groups v1.18
non-attendance v1.41; v2.206, v2.207
nurses v1.17
outings (consent) v2.64
reports v1.21
staff v1.44

school(s) see also residential schools v1.22, v1.36,
v1.50, v1.56, v1.69; v2.50, v2.62, v2.75,
v2.100, v2.113

Scottish Children’s Reporter Administration see
also reporters, Principal Reporter v1.18;
v2. 110, v2.159

Scottish Committee of the Council on Tribunals
v2.162

Scottish Consultative Council on the Curriculum
(SCCC) v2.100

Scottish Court Service v1.71
Scottish Criminal Records Office (SCRO) v2.48,

v2.72, v2.86
Scottish Homes v2.100, v2.112, v2.118
Scottish Office Education and Industry Department

v1.39, v1.40
Scottish Office v1.13; v2.5, v2.103
Scottish Records Office v3.45
Scottish Vocational Qualifications v2.57
screening (of referrals) v1.3-4
screening (health) v3.25
search for a birth parent or relative v3.45-7
second working day hearing v1.64
secrecy of child’s whereabouts v1.61, v1.83, v1.92
Secretary of State v1.viii, v1.8, v1.11, v1.89, v1.91,

v1.95, v1.100; v2.28, v2.30, v2.32, v2.38,
v2.39, v2.46, v2.92, v2.93, v2.97, v2.107,
v2.129, v2.143, v2.15l, v2.202, v2.203; v3.1,
v3.30, v3.39, v3.73, v1.82, v3.96

Section 22 reports See Section 22 of Adoption
(Scotland) Act 1978

Sections of Acts See separate section at top of
index

Secure Remedy v2.72, v2.99

secure accommodation, care, placements v1.16;
v2.6, v2.21, v2.92-8, v2.150-6, v2.164, v2.171,
v2.172, v2.176, v2.178, v2.182, v2.183,
v2.184, v2.186, v2.187, v2.190, v2.192

secure placement review panel v2.98, v2.155
seeking information v2.27; v3.44-7
selection of adopters v3.9, v3.32, v3.39
selection of staff see staff appointment 
self care v2.111
self esteem v2.75, v2.112
self help groups v3.44
self referral v1.7, v1.74, v1.78, v1.80
self-damaging behaviour, self harm v1.70; v2.26,
v2.28, v2.105, v2.176, v2.178, v2.184, v2.186,

v2.187, v2.190, v2.192
senior management v2.16; v3.51, v3.62
senior staff v2.73, v2.110
sensory disability, impairments v1.15, v1.22, v1.35,

v1.39, v1.47; v2.24
separate record (placements in locked rooms) 

v2.105
separation and loss v1.24, v1.49, v1.56; v2.5,

v2.22, v2.67; v3.4, v3.6, v3.8, v3.10, v3.11,
v3.15, v3.24, v3.41

series of respite or short-term placements v1.42-3,
v1.44; v2.129

service agreements v1.37, v1.38-9; v3.26
service delivery v1.5-7, v1.9, v1.10, v1.34
services for birth parents v3.6, v3.7, v3.8, v3.9,

v3.10, v3.11, v3.12
services for children in need v1.1, v1.8, v1.16-18,

v1.19, v1.29, v1.79, v1.80, v1.86, v1.96; v2.7
services provided v1.12, v1.19, v1.29, v1.31, v1.33,

v1.37, v1.89; v2.35, v2.45, v2.58, v2.70,
v2.114-5

serving an Order v1.62
serving the application v1.56, v1.69
setting aside an Order v1.64
settling in period v2.25
severely disturbed child(ren) v2.105
sexual abuse see child sexual abuse
sexual development v2.113
sexual education v2.113, v2.114
sexual exploitation v2.113, v2.114
sexuality v1.51; v2.113, v2.114
sexually transmitted diseases v2.113
shared care v1.16; v3.9
shared properties v2.119
Sheriff Court v2.37; v3.28, v3.29, v3.54, v3.60,

v3.62, v3.63, v3.66
sheriff(s) v1.52, v1.53, v1.54. v1.56, v1.57, v1.59,

v1.60, v1.61, v1.62, v1.63, v1.64, v1.65,
v1.66, v1.67, v1.68, v1.69, v1.70, v1.71,
v1.72, v1.82; v2.1, v2.39, v2.96, v2.97, v2.15l,
v2.167, v2.168, v2.195, v2.196; v3.55, v3.61,
v3.63, v3.64, v3.66

sheriff’s availability v1.71, v1.72
sheriffdom v1.65
short-term placements v1.44; v2.19, v2.129
short-term refuges v1.74-85; v3.67
short-term respite care v2.24
siblings, sibling groups, sibling contact v1.30,

v1.31-2, v1.33, v1.37, v1.63, v1.66, v1.70;
v2.5, v2.27, v2.35, v2.46, v2.47, v2.61, v2.62,
v2.67, v2.70; v3.3, v3.5, v3.12, v3.17, v3.19,
v3.22, v3.23, v3.31, v3.40, v3.41
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sickle cell anaemia v2.60
sign language v1.47, v1.48; v2.62, v2.114
signed written agreement v2.43
significant harm v1.4, v1.5, v1.49, v1.52, v1.54,

v1.58, v1.59, v1.60, v1.64, v1.65, v1.67,
v1.72, v1.79, v1.80, v1.81, v1.92; v2.163

significant medical or educational needs v2. 16
single applicants v2.49; v3.13

single bedroom v2.74
single people v2.47
sisters see siblings
size of units v2.72, v2.75
skills for independent living v2.109, v2.111,

v2.112, v2.114
Skinner principles v2.71-2, v2.73, v2.88, v2.99
Skinner Report v2.71-2, v2.99
sleeping rough v2.116, v2.119
smoking v2.62, v2.76
Social Services Inspectorate v1.31; v2.52, v2.53
Social Work Services Group v1.31, v1.38; v2.29,

v2.39; v3.27, v3.49, v3.50, v3.5l, v3.52, v3.53
Social Work Services Inspectorate v1.43
social background report v2.117, v2.167, v2.168,

v2.170
social development v2.71
social history v2.99
social security benefits v1.1; v3.3, v3.33, v3.34,

v3.37
social skills and development v1.25, v1.34; v2.113
social work department(s), services v1.viii, v1.1,

v1.2, v1.3, v1.5, v1.6, v1.10, v1.11, v1.13,
v1.16, v1.27, v1.30, v1.31, v1.32, v1.33,
v1.36, v1.40, v1.42, v1.45, v1.47, v1.50,
v1.70, v1.76, v1.77, v1.80, v1.81, v1.82,
v1.86; v2.37, v2.41, v2.46, v2.52, v2.53,
v2.58, v2.66, v2.99, v2.108, v2.110, v2.114,
v2.118

social work managers v1.2-3, v1.5
social worker for the family, birth family v2.17;

v3.10
social worker(s) v1.2, v1.4, v1.32, v1.35, v1.37,

v1.41, v1.47, v1.48, v1.82; v2.8, v2.17, v2.21,
v2.35, v2.37, v2.45, v2.49, v2.51, v2.57,
v2.66, v2.71, v2.73, v2.77, v2.78, v2.79,
v2.103, v2.117; v3.4, v3.5, v3.6, v3.8, v3.9,
v3.10, v3.14, v3.15, v3.16, v3.17, v3.18,
v3.22, v3.25, v3.32, v3.38, v3.41, v3.42,
v3.43, v3.44, v3.47, v3.50, v3.51, v3.53, v3.54

solicitor v2.6; v3.20, v3.64, v3.66
sources of information re staff v2.73
special diet v3.31, v3.34
special education v1.17, v1.39; v2.1, v2.63
special educational needs v1.25, v1.30, v1.32,

v1.36, v1.39; v2.14, v2.15, v2.51, v2.99;
v3.25, v3.26, v3.30

special needs v2.50, v2.71, v2.72; v3.12, v3.24,
v3.25, v3.34

specialist
aftercare services v2.112, v2.115, v2.116
aids v1.6
assistance v3.32
fostering schemes v1.44, v1.45
housing v2.118
medical help v2.63, v2.90; v3.26

services v1.13, v1.31, v1.34; v2.6, v2.23, v2.24,
v2.70, v2.91, v2.102, v2.112; v3.25

skills v2.57
teams v1.37
voluntary agencies v2.112
youth services v2.115

specific issue order v2.13
specified person v1.93
spouse v1.68
staff appointment v2.72, v2.73, v2.86
staff qualifications v2.87
staff responsibilities v2.72, v2.77
staff v1.83; v2.111
staff/child ratios v1.38
staffing complement v2.72, v2.104
staffing levels v1.20; v2.101, v2.104, v2.105
standards for registration v1.26-7; v2.87, v2.88,

v2.89
standards of care v2.93
standards of service v1.2, v1.3, v1.19, v1.21, v1.37,

v1.38; v2.17, v2.54; v3.12
statement of functions and objectives v2.71-2,

v2.82, v2.84, v2.87, v2.95, v2.96, v2.105,
v2.106, v2.125, v2.144,-5, v2.148-9, v2.152

statement of grounds of referral v2.167
statement of information v2.64, v2.65, v2.78
statement of rights and responsibilities v2.74,

v2.76, v2.100
Stationery Office Ltd v1.53
status of child see legal status
statutory

checks v3.14
framework v2.8
leaving age v2.74
requirements see duties
reviews see also child care reviews v1.33; v3.66
services v1.16

step-families, step-parents, step-siblings v2.25;
v3.41, v3.42

step-family adoptions, step-parent adoptions 
v3.41 -3, v3.44

step-parent’s will v3.42
strategic planning v1.8-9, v1.12
stress v1.24, v1.32, v1.37, v1.40; v2.15, v2.17,

v2.58, v2.78
students v2.165 
subsidies v1.27
substance abuse v1.15
substitution of one court order for another v1.53,

v1.55
suicidal feelings, suicide v2.38
suitability

as an adoptive parent v3.15, v3.16, v3.18, v3.20,
v3.22, v3.27, v3.42, v3.49, v3.50, v3.52

as a foster carer v2.48-52, v2. 135-6
of a placement v2.168
of refuge v1.83, v1.96, v1.97, v1.98

suitable adoptive parent v3.32, v3.49
summary proceedings v2.97
supervising adoptive placements v3.50
supervision

of children v1.63, v1.80; v2.202, v2.206-7
of staff v1.2-3, v1.84
requirement ending v2. 19, v2.45
requirement with a secure condition v1.61
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requirement(s) v1.2, v1.41, v1.62, v1.71, v1.75,
v1.79, v1.80; v2.3, v2.4, v2.9, v2.11, v2.18,
v2.19, v2.20, v2.31, v2.32, v2.40-5, v2.79,
v2.90, v2.92, v2.93, v2.96, v2.117, v2.129,
v2.151-2, v2.161, v2.164, v2.166-9, v2.170,
v2.175-9, v2.198-9, v2.202, v2.203, v2.206-7;
v3.28, v3.29, v3.30, v3.41, v3.61, v3.64,
v3.78, v3.80

support
and assistance v2.7, v2.17, v2.18
for adoptive families v3.5, v3.6, v3.11, v3.17,

v3.21, v3.24, v3.44
for carers v2.17, v2.37, v2.58, v2.63
for children and families v1.iii, v1.6; v2.70,

v2.78, v2.111
for foster carers v2.57, v2.58, v2.63
for staff v2.30, v2.78
group v3.11
services v1.58; v2.115
to birth parents v3.6-8, v3.9, v3.10, v3.11
to children v2.114, v2.115, v2.116; v3.11, v3.17,

v3.21, v3.26, v3.66
supported accommodation v1.16, v1.18; v2.111,

v2.118
supported housing v2.118, v2.119
supportive adults v2.22
surgeries v1.6, v1.22, v1.25, v1.36
suspension of supervision requirement v2.162, v2.

169-70
suspicions of abuse v1.4-5, v1.55, v1.56, v1.60,

v1.77
“Taking care, Taking control” SWSI 1996 v2.78,

v2.104
taped information v1.25
targeting v1.19, v1.26
teachers v1.17, v1.44, v1.45, v1.60; v2.10l, v2.102,

v2.104; v3.3
teamwork v1.37; v2.102
teenagers v2.6, v2.66
telephone(s) v1.44; v2.76, v2.103, v2.111
telling the child v3.17, v3.27, v3.39, v3.40, v3.43,

v3.44
temporary accommodation v2.199
tenancy(ies) v2.111, v2.116
tenancy agreements v2.119
terminal illness v1.43; v2.62, v2.63; v3.60
termination

of an adoption allowance, payment v3.35, v3.36,
v3.37, v3.100

of approval of foster carers v2.56, v2.58, v2.59,
v2.67, v2.68

of approval of premises v1.78
of court order v1.59, v1.62, v1.64, v1.66, v1.69;

v3.66, v3.69
of parental responsibilities v3.66
of placement see also placement ending v2.25,

v2.26, v2.78, v2.115, v2.130, v2.193
of supervision requirement v2.169
or restriction of contact v2.10, v2.22, v2.53;

v3.40, v3.63
terms of approval (foster carers) v2.52
text telephones v2.112
throughcare v2.45, v2.68, v2.73, v2.82, v2.94,

v2.100, v2.107-20

throughcare and aftercare panel see also inter-
agency throughcare and aftercare panel v2.110

time limits
for assessment v1.40
in adoption and fostering v3.23, v3.30, v3.50,

v3.55, v3.81, v3.96
in child protection v1.52, v1.54, v1.55, v1.68,

v1.71, v1.72, v1.91-3
time span for children’s services plans v1.9, v1.12,

v1.19
timescale

implementation of statements of functions v2.71
for children’s hearings v2.160, v2.167, v2.170,

v2.198
for parental responsibilities orders v3.62, v3.64,

v3.65
for refuge v1.74, v1.75, v1.97, v1.99
in adoption v2.117; v3.2, v3.12, v3.16, v3.18,

v3.19, v3.23, v3.24, v3.25, v3, 27, v3.28,
v3.29, v3.34, v3.35, v3.38, v3.43, v3.49,
v3.53, v3.54

in relation to secure accommodation v2.94,
v2.95, v2.96, v2.97, v2.98, v2.100, v2.105,
v2.152-3

of implementation (of the Act) v1.12, v1.21,
v1.89, v1.91, v1.95, v1.100; v2.i23, v2.133,
v2.143, v2.150, v2.i57, v2.198, v2.201; v3.71,
v3.97

of reviews v1.12, v1.44; v2.18, v2.100
timetable (for freeing and adoption reports) v3.54
tracing v3.11, v3.12, v3.45, v3.46-7
training

about the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 v1.ix
courses see training
for adopters v3.44
for adoption panels v3.24, v3.51
for childminders v1.27
for foster carers v1.44, v1.84, v2.48, v2.50,

v2.56-7
for local authority staff v1.12, v1.20, v1.35,

v1.38, v1.47; v2.165; v3.4, v3.47, v3.54
for panel members v2.165
for parents v1.25 for police v1.47
for residential staff v1.84, v2.74, v2.76, v2.77,

v2.78, v2.82, v2.103-5, v2.110
for voluntary sector staff v1.35
for young people v1.50
materials v2.78; v3.15, v3.17
school order v2.205, v2.207

transcription into Braille v1.25
transfer of case records v3.45, v3.83
transfers between jurisdictions v2.68, v2.201-7
transition stages v1.30
transition from child to adult services v1.30
transition to adulthood v1.50-1; v2.108, v2.112
translation v2.7, v2.24
transport v1.3, v1.27, v1.37, v1.82; v2.10, v2.20,

v2.30; v3.34, v2.61, v2.62, v2.75
travel v1.27
travel expenses v1.37, v2.174
tribunal v2.86
truancy see school non-attendance
trust (child’s money) v2.32
Trusts see NHS Trusts
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unapproved carer v2.16, v2.66
unauthorised absence v2.28
under eights provision v1.19, v1.26
undisclosed abuse v2.57
undue pressure v3.9
unemployment v1.26; v2.47, v2.51
unfit person v2.84, v2.85
unfit premises v2.85
United Nations Declaration on Adoption and

Fostering v3.48
University of Edinburgh v2.46
unreasonable(ness) v1.55, v1.59, v1.60, v1.65
users v1.12, v1.21, v1.86
users’ views v1.11, v1.36

vacancy levels v2.5
value for money v1.9, v1.13
variation

of adoption allowances v3.35, v3.100
of an Order v1.59, v1.62, v1.64, v1.66; v2.179,

v2.180; v3.63, v3.64, v3.66
of exclusion order v1.68, v1.69, v1.70
of payment v3.36
of supervision requirement v2.17, v2.177, v179

venue for meetings v2.20, v2.47
vetting of staff v2.72, v2.73, v2.145
victimisation by peers v1.78, v1.83
video or audio recording v1.48; v2.22, v2.47,

v2.66, v2.166
views

of the child see children’s views
and concerns of children see children’s views
of adopters v3.5, v3.6, v3.22
of parents see parents’ views
of staff v2.80

violence v1.15; v2.8
visiting the child by parents see also contact v2.25,

v2.65, v2.66, v2.77, v2.79, v2.103; v3.6
visits by local authorities, social workers v1.85;

v2.17, v2.18, v2.42, v2.44, v2.64, v2.68,
v2.138; v3.16, v3.36, v3.81

visually-impaired children and young people v1.22,
v2.130, v1.45, v1.46

vocational training v1.50-l; v2.75
voluntary agencies, organisations, sector, society,

groups v1.viii, v1.5, v1.8, v1.9, v1.10, v1.11,
v1.12, v1.13, v1.16, v1.21, v1.25, v1.27,
v1.30, v1.31, v1.35, v1.37, v1.38-9, v1.42,
v1.44, v1.45, v1.74, v1.82, v1.84; v2.4, v2.5,
v2.46, v2.47, v2.54, v2.61, v2.64, v2.67,
v2.68, v2.98, v2.110, v2.112, v2.115, v2.117,
v2.133, v2.138; v3.6, v3.9, v3.20, v3.23,
v3.29, v3.45

voluntary arrangements for assessment v1.54,
v1.56, v1.60

voluntary arrangements for care v1.23-4; v2.10,
v2.11, v2.26

voluntary exclusion v1.67, v1.70
voluntary registration v2.84, v2.87
volunteers v1.27-8, v1.30, v1.38
vouchers v1.26
vulnerable children and young people v1.8, v1.10,

v1.27, v1.31, v1.46, v1.47, v1.82, v1.83;
v2.109, v2.110, v2.117

Warner report: Choosing with Care, HMSO 1992
v2.73, v2.86

warrant for detention of a child v2.96
warrants v1.65, v1.68, v1.69, v1.75, v1.77; v2.31,

v2.96, v2.153, v2.164, v2.166, v2.171-3,
v2.179, v2.181-192

welfare benefits v1.1, v1.36, v1.50; v3.33, v3.37
welfare, of a child see child’s welfare
wheelchairs v1.44
White Paper Scotland’s Children v1.8 
Who Cares? Scotland v2.100, v2.110
wishes and feelings see child’s wishes and

feelings, children’s views
withdrawal of adoption application v3.16
withdrawal of designation or approval v1.78, v1.98
withholding agreement unreasonably v3.62
withholding consent v1.79, v1.80; v3.7, v3.9,

v3.10, v3.11, v3.28, v3.43, v3.62, 3.95
withholding information v2.65
withholding of child’s address v1.61, v1.83, v1.92;

v2.163
witnessing agreements v3.7, v3.55, v3.64
work with children v2.42, v2.43-5, v2.77, v2.99,

v2.102; v3.4
work with parents v2.65
workforce planning v1.12, v1.20
working together see collaboration
written

agreement with a voluntary organisation v2.67,
v2.138; v3.29

agreements with parents or carers v1.7, v1.32;
v2.4

care plan v1.33; v2.3, v2.43
information v1.55, v1.57; v2.23, v2.28, v2.48,

v2.50, v2.65, v2.70, v2.96; v3.6, v3.12, v3.13,
v3.21, v3.22, v3.24, v3.27, v3.34, v3.35,
v3.40, v3.41, v3.48, v3.80

notice v1.98
notifications of assessments see also notifications

v1.32, v1.58
notifications of refuge see also notifications

v1.77, v1.98
notifications (in fostering and adoption) v2.56;

v3.13, v3.27, v3.80
policy - management of challenging behaviour

v2.78
record, of review/adoption panel v2.24; v3.2,

v3.23
report v1.6; v2.7; v3.4, v3.6, v3.18, v3.20, v3.26,

v3.30, v3.40, v3.64
responses to complaints v1.86; v2.74
statement (grounds for refusal of registration)

v2.86

Young Carers - Something to Think About, DOH
1995 v1.34

young adults v1.23, v1.30-5l
young carers v1.15, v1.30, v1.33, v1.34
young offenders v1.15, v1.17; v2.57, v2.81
young parents v2.111, v2.117
young people

aged sixteen or over v1.7; v2.3, v2.169, v2.174
ceasing to be looked after v2.107-20
from ethnic minorities v2.113, v2.114
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general see also various child/children entries
v1.7, v1.16, v1.30, v1.34, v1.80; v2.56

who are vulnerable, at risk v1.7; v2.117
with disabilities v2.112, v2.113, v2.114, v2.118,

v2.119
with special needs v2.112

social wellbeing v2.89
views see children’s views

young person’s best interests see best interests
youth clubs v2.47, v2.113
youth court order v2.206
youth services, youth worker v1.18; v2.110, v2.115
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